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I 
Introduc t ion 
Thi s thesis is concerned with sn a n a lysis of 
the shoe im ustry in order to determine the desirability 
of entering t h e fie l d [lS a manufactur e r of .footwe are This 
industry includes the manufacture of a ll lea ther shoe s and 
leather shoe!'3 with rubber heels. 
During the past decade, the shoe industry has 
proved basic to our Amer :Lean way of living. However, just 
a s other American industr i a s, shoe man ufacturing has :r:s ssed 
thr ough the stage of infancy to that o.f full maturity due 
t o the demand placed upon the industry by the changes in 
social standards . 
Although sh oes are consid ered a nec essi ty today, 
thi s has not always been the case . Thus, with thi s increase 
in standards of l i ving, we fi nd a greater demand for these 
neces s ities whi ch have prev i ously been c l assified as luxuries. 
However, if the companies that me. de up the imustry were not 
able to improve method s and thereby reduce costs an ultimately 
pr i ces, t his progress would not have been po ssible . 
Since our Pmerican system depends upon th~ companies 
tha t comprise an industry fo r progress, we find tha t the en-
t ranc e of prospectiv e c ompetitors is very muc h acc epted . This 
sj tuati on is pro lific s i nce th i s i ncreased compe t ition will 
bring a better product with a greater var ie ty at a reasonable 
c ost to t h e ultima t e c onsumer . 
Therefore, it is readily apparent that the considera-
t ion of any individual or group to ent er Amer ican industry i s 
7 
mportant to the P.merican system itsP-lf Rs well as the 
individual seek ing to invest. In view of these al.rcumstances 
it is recessary for the indiv1dual or group anticipating tak ng 
the step to thoroughly explore the data available and arrive 
at a sound decision based on the facts. In so doing, a dual 
objective is realized, that o f improving the American system , 
and self satisfaction by engaging in a successful business . 
In wr iting this report I have tried to develop 
this data on the basis of the two fol loVJing objectives 
First, to prov de an account of the chr.racteris tics of the 
indus try; and secoro, to analyze this data in terms of its 
desirab ility to anyone planning on entering the shoe i ndustry . 
8 
II 
Indus try Character is tics 
A. 
Scope 
The !TI.a nuf acture of leather footwear has been an 
increasingly important imustry for over the last one 
hundred year s. Shoes have become a necessity of life having 
passed over the stage of being a luxury available only to 
people with high income. 
During the. early days in the beginning of the shoo 
indus try tre w cr k was performed by hand. This c au sed the 
price of shoes to be very high, thus keeping t h en beyond the 
means of people with income in lower bracket. However, since 
that time a g reat many change s have taken place. 
The last decade has seen t he manufacture of shoes 
transfor med from the handicraft stage to machine operation . 
However, the manufacture process is still a semi-automatic 
process, sub-divided into thousands of detailed operatio ns. 
10 
In p ractically a 11 cases, the rna chines seem to have been 
devised to imitate as closely as possible the motions and oper-
ations formerly pErforme d by exp er' t shoemakers at their work 
bench. 
Shoe machinery has been an important improvement 
over hand tools becruse i t helps tbe worker in doing a job 
faster and better than by hand, but the machi ne mus t be guided 
by an operator with skill and judgmen t. 
The policy of lea sing rna chinery on a royalty bas is 
has become a fixed feature of the industry. At the present 
time most shoe mac hlnery is leased from the United Shoe 
Machinery Corporation of Boston, which follows the policy of 
char girv similar royalties or rentals to a 11 rna nuf ac turer s 
of shoes irre spec t iv e of size or location. 
It is ru stomary for firJ11..s or at least plants of 
firms, to concentrate production on either men's, women's or 
children's moe s. A further form of specialization is with 
respect to the grade of shoes. Shoes may be classed in 
various ways on the basis of g rade as measured by selling 
price. UgJ_ally cheap shoes rarge from five dollars or les s, 
medium price six to eig..}}.t dollars, and high grade over eight 
dollars. 
ithin each main group trere are price lines which 
have remaired relatively constant over a period of years , 
tba t is, customary retail am whole sale prices which 
consumers ba ve cotre to acce:P:; • 
The illustration on page 12 c le arl y shows the 
fl 0.111 of rna t er ia 1 in this industry. After le ather tanning , as 
indicated by this illustration, the shoe manufacturers 
purchase tne treated leather and from there-in place the 
leather into t..h.e process of shoe pr oduc ti on. The de script ion 
of processes will be considered later ·an in this report. 
It is also interesting to note that the integration 
of sl1.oe manufacturing activities bas proceeded in two 
dir actions. They are ( 1) acquisition of tanneries whereby 
b etter control over raw materi als supply has been effected, 
and (2) developmen t of retail outlets for control of 
11 
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distribut ion act i v it ies. ( 1) 
( 1) Temporary National Economic Comnittee, "Investigation of 
Concentration of Eco nomic Power'', Wash ingt on, D.C . , 1940 . 
Standard and Poors, nshoe a nd Leather Industrytt, N. Y. , 
1946' p 1 . 
B. 
Size 
The domestic boot and shoe industry is one of 
the most important industries in the United States. In 
1937 it ranked eighteenth among United States industries 
in value of products, seventh in number of wage earners, 
and sixteenth in value added to materials by manufacture. 
The industry consisted of over one thousand establishments, 
employing on an average of about 215 thousand wage earners 
for the year 1937. During 1937, the industry expended 
190 million dolla.rs in wages to manufacture a product valued 
at about 768 million dollars. The value added per wage 
earner was about sixteen hundred dollars and the average 
annual wages per wage earner was approximately $887. 
During 1933 there were 52 more establishments 
engaged in the industry than 1937, and it i s interesting to 
note that there were 24 thousand less workers. The anount 
spent for wages was below 1937 by 49 million dollars due 
no doubt to the smaller number of workers. The value added 
was very low in proportion t o 1937, only totaling 267 million 
dollars. The value added per wage earner was $234 less and 
the annual wages per wage earner was $143 less. 
In the year 1935 there we re 16 more establishments 
in th e i:rrl us try than 1937, and abau t 13 thou sand more wcr ker s. 
The amount of wages was below by about 20 million dollars. 
14 
'l'he value added was about 458 million dolle.r s. The v alue 
added per wage earner increased over 1933 but was below 1939 
by one hundred dollars, and the annual wages per wage earner, 
although below 1939 by about thirty - five dollars, wa s higher 
than 1933 by one hundred dollars. 
In 1947 there were 208 mo re establishments t han 
in 1939, arrl about five thousand less workers. The amount 
of wages paid in 1947 doubled the 231 million dollars paid 
in 1939. Of course_. these increases are due to economic 
factors of prosperity, business activity itself, and in-
flationary money • 
.Although these factors offse t the value of money , 
an analys is of the various ratio s will show that practic ally 
the same situation exists. In considering these ratios we 
shall compare the ratio years 1933, 1935, 1939, and 1947. 
The cost of materia l in relation to va lue add ed 
has increased from 1947 over the other years by about 2 per 
cent. However, it is impo r tant to not e t..hat va lue add e d is 
sti ll the governing factor which make s the industry a success . 
The other ratios of . wages t o value added, sal aries 
15 
• 
to value added h ave not chang ed appreciably. These observations 
and add itional data are found on page 16. 
Table 1 
Leat her Fo otwear Indus t r y Statistics 
(Thousands) 
1933 1935 
16 
1939 194'7 
Value of products per establishment $488,891 $628,781 $711,414 $1 ,333,000 
Wage earner s p er establis:b..m.ent 168 
Salaried personnel per establish- N/A 
ment 
Supervisory employees per establish- 3 
men t 
Annua 1 wages per wage earner 
Annual sals.ry per sa l a r ied per son 
Annual salary per ::upervi sory 
employee 
$744 
N/A 
N/A 
19'7 
13 
4 
$852 
$2, 337 
199 
13 
4 
$887 
~~1 ,950 
$2 ,384 
1 '71 
14 
N/A 
$1994 
$3 , 547 
N/A 
... ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -
Value of products per wage earner 
Va lue added per wage e arner 
Value of products per salaried 
employee 
Value added per salaried employee 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
Ratio of wages to value of product 
Rat i o of total cost of materials, 
etc., to value of product 
Rat io of salaries to value of 
product 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ratio o f wag es to value added 
Ratio of salaries to value added 
Ratio of value add e d to cost of 
materi als 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- -
- -
-
$2 , 898 
$1 ,399 
N/A 
N/A 
- -
25% 
48% 
N/A 
- -
53% 
N/A 
93% 
- -
$3 ' 185 4~3 '566 $8 , 152 
$1 ,534 $1, 633 $3,542 
$45,272 $51,593 $9 1,940 
$21,802 $23,638 $39,952 
- - -
26% 2 4% 25% 
51% 54% 56% 
4% 3% 4% 
- - -
55% 54% 56% 
8% 8% 9af to 
92Jb 84% 77% 
- - - - - - - - -
Sourc e : u.s . Department of Comnerce, "Census of Manufacturers 1933' 1935, 
1939, and 1947, Washington , D.c . , June 30 , 1949 . 
c. 
Location 
Shoe manufacturir:g has been centered in New Englam 
as far back as tm colonia 1 days, arrl the state of Massachu-
setts still has the largest nurrber of factories as shown by 
the spot map of trn United States on ~ ge 18. 
Because of high labor costs and gro.vi ng union 
strength a great many companies have migrated to other parts 
of the country . Tm machinery in t:te shoe indus try hB. s made 
it poss:ib 1e to employ unskilled le.bor, thereby increasing 
profits by minimizing capital investment . Upon analyzing 
tm d at a on shoe production by states, we would find that 
New York, Massachusetts, an:l Missouri are the leaders . 
In regard to foreign trade we find little but 
significant importance . Befor e the Tariff Act of 1930 was 
enacted, practically all kirrls of footwear were imported 
free of duty; hawvever, urrler this act all kinds of footwear 
were made dutiable , the rates varying from 20 to 35 per cent. 
In 1929 imports were equivalent to about 2 per cent , me ex-
17 
ports to about 1 . 2 per cent of the value of domestic production . ( 1) 
Since 1929 imports and exports have been equivalent to less t han 
l per cent of tre domestic output . (2) 
Imports in recent years have consisted frincipally of 
women's low priced shoes made by the McKay or cemented processes; 
(1) Reciproca l Tr ade Agr eement s, nLe athe r Footwear'', U.s. 
Tariff Commission, Washir~ton, D.c., p 1. 
{2) Ibid. 
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(X) 
women's high priced turned shoes; molded sale leather sandals, 
a type of low-priced foot weal' not produced in the United 
states. There wa s also an amount of msn's medium ani high 
priced welt shoo s. ( l) 
United States exports in recent years have consisted 
pr incipally of wotmn's and misses' shoes made by the welt, 
McKay, cemented, and turned processes, and of men's shoos of 
tm we 1 t t y:r:e • ( 2 ) 
( l) 
( 2) 
Shoe and Le ather Reporter, '•Ex por t s and Impor ts of Shoes 
in 1948", Volume 256 , Noe 14 , December 31, 1949, p 37. 
Ibid. 
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S.cope of Manufacturi:r:g Activity 
A. 
Manufacturing Processes 
The production process of shoes has undergone a 
great many changes since the imustry was first started. 
This sectio n will contain a description of the early chang es 
and then the processes now used. 
His tory 
The shoe indus try was one of the first rna ss 
production industries that reached technological maturity. 
In the early years of 1815 the shoe industry started with 
the introduction of the wooden peg. From this b e g inning 
me:1y ma chine developments have taken place. The -r e were three 
major machine developments; the upper stitching machine, sole 
securing and machine welting . Among later improvements 
durlng the 18th century were the Rolling Machine in 1845, 
v.hich took the place of the lapstom and hamme r ordinarily 
used by shoemakers for beating leather in order to inc r ease 
wear. This was follONed by the invention of the Sewing 
Machine by Elias Howe arrl in 1858 a machine for securing 
soles was invented by Lyman R. Blake, a shoemaker of Abington, 
Massachusetts. The patents for the mach ire were purchased by 
George McKay am after developing this machine, it was given 
the latter's name. The Goodyear welt machine followed be-
tween 1862-75, this was used in making both turn and welt 
shoes. 
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The inventions mentioned above which have 
furthered the shoe indus try are only the rnaj or changes. 
There were a number of ch anges of less importaree which will 
not be mentioned here. 
Lasting is another important phase of tl::e shoe 
irrlustry, although it is not a part of the actual process. 
It is re cessary that people as s ociated with the industry 
know the various types of lasts, that is shapes, sizes and so 
forth. 'I'his oper atlon was originally done by hand but like 
all other changes in this industry, it is now performed by 
machinery. Lasts are not destroyed but stored after the 
present jcib for future use. 
Pattern Making, like Lasting is not a part of the 
process operatmn but is concerned with the elemental work 
prior to the process. The Last arrl Pattern-makers usually 
work very close together. Pattern mak inp: has to do with 
styles . 
Present Processes 
After reviewing s orne of the early developments in 
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tl::e industry, we will now consider some of the actual processes 
that are in effect tod ey. The first pro cess is the most 
common in use. 
( l) The Goodye ar Welt Shoe 
The preparati o n of the Goodyear Welt Inro le starts 
STITCH UNITING IN50L~ , 
UPPER, LI~ING AND WELT 
Cross Section of Goodyear W elt Shoe. 
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N EL 
with a leather or a composition blank that is rounded out to 
the exact size and shape of the bottom of the last over 
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wbi ch the shoe is to be rna de. The inro le is t:n en put 
through a splitting machine which reduces it to uniform thick-
re ss, by tak ing off from the flesh side whatever surplus 
thickness ti:ere may be. 
After evening up the thickness a channel cutting 
machine is used to cut two parallel and opposed channels 
around the margin of the insole. The area between the cuts 
is t.'-1 en coated with cement and the two opposed lips are 
turned up, held securely together by means of the previously 
applied cement and now formed into an upstaro ing rib. A 
piece of canvas, coated with adhesive on one side, is applied 
to the area inside and includine; the rib. In this manner the 
canvas net only re ini'or ce s the insole later ally but gives 
additional strength to the base of the rib where the inseam-
ing stitches are ultimately sewn. I nseaming is the technical 
term for sewing the welt to the shoe. 
After the insole is tacked to the last, the upper, 
count er and box toe are assembled and the ''pulline: over" 
operation is perfo:rmed. As a part of the assembling operation 
a tack is driven at the heel seat which terrcporarily holds the 
parts in place. Pulling over g ives the first stretch to the 
upper and includes the initial line-up, so to speak, of the 
toe of the shoe and the bac k seam at the heel. The upper is 
held in position with partially driven, upstanding tacks-
one at the tip of the toe, two on each side of the shoe at 
the tip lire and one e ad:l s :ld e just back of the tip line. 
The shoe is now ready for "last iYfS tt. Lasting is 
divided into three distinct steps, na.rnely: Side Lasting, Toe 
Lasting and Heel Seat Lasting . At the side lasting operation 
the upper and lining on both sides of the shoe, from heel 
breast to tip line, are drawn tightly down to the wood of 
the last ·and permanently fast ere d to the ups taro ing insole 
rib by means of clinch type staples. Toe lasting is 
accomplished on a machine fitted with flat metal forms called 
••wipers". These are made to conform in general contou r to 
the toe sha r::e of the last used and , as implied in their name, 
t hey actually wi]J8 the upper, box toe and lining mar gins 
snugly to the UP3tanding insole rib on the under side of the 
shoe. After this is a ccomplished a piece of pliable wire is 
fastened aro1J nd the toe while the shoe is still held in the 
grip of tre toe vvipers and the wire is anchored with two 
ups t a."ld ing tacks driven one on each side am just back of the 
tip line. 
Heel seat lasting is t h e ·; accomplished on a machine 
by wiping in the upper, c o tmter am lining a ncl fastening 
them securely and permanently to the heel seat of tre insole 
by means of tacks that penetrate tm thickness of the inoo le 
and are clinched in the process. 
It is optional with the manufacturer as to wheth:er 
t lE toe is rub sequent l y staple · f as t ene d and the toe wire and 
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anchor tacks left in position. Both methods are used. 
Goodyear Welt construction is unique in the 
formation of the two seams used and their unsurpassable 
posit ions of advantag e in the shoe bot tom. There is a 
hidden seam of sewiner- , holding to gether the welt, the upper, 
the lin ing and the insole, and showing an almost hor iz ont al 
position in cross section. With th:is seam, which is the 
primary attachment of the shoe bottom, there is no direct 
penetration of the insole, although it goes squarely through 
the upper and the 1 inings oo ntained therein. It ismade by a 
curved needle which passes obliquely thrcugp one edge of the 
welt, direct throu @1. t:he upper and lining, and then through 
the insole rib, previously described. This is a chainstitch 
seam and, as pointed out above, is called the inseam. It 
lies on the opp osite side of the insole to that which touches 
the fo ot of the wearer and the inside of the shoe is therefore 
c 1 ear of all thr e ad • 
An important point in connect:ion with this seam is 
the fact that it is the only fastenine· for the upper in the 
shoe bottom, except at the heel seat. As tre inside of the 
shoe , except at the hee 1 seat, is clear of metal and thread 
under the wearer's foot, no sock lining is required. 
At the heel seat, a heel pad of leather or other 
mata> ial is subsequently inserted and cemented down. It 
covers the heel attaching nails and it also serves as a 
desirable protection to the wearer 1 s foot at this area. 
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The outsole is attached 'ay means of a seam of 
stitching which, viewed in cross section, is of ver> tical 
formation. It is a lockstitch seam arrl passes throu¢.1. the 
flattened welt arrl the edge of tbe out sole. This is a lock-
stitch and is called t:te outseam. It is outside the area of 
greatest pressure in wear, since it does not come immediately 
un:Jer the sole of the foot but lies inwhat is virtually a 
small extension jutting out from the sides of the main 
structure of the shoe. This, in actual practice, means that 
tbe seam does not meet the same degree of wear abrasion as 
other areas in the center of the out sole. As the out s eam is 
tre fi na 1 bo m which seals the c onstru cti on, this position of 
immunity is very improtant. 
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In the majority of cases the <11 tseam is sewed in a 
channel cut on the grain side of 'the out sole by th Rough 
RoundinE Machine. If the shoe is made with a composition o r 
rubber sole and in some instances with a leather sole, the 
sole attaching seam is ''stitched aloft", in which case the 
stitches show on the finished shoe bottom. 
Both seans are formed of strong threads of slightly 
different t y pes and these are waxed when the stitches are made. 
The wax solidifies veTy rapidly after sewing , so that in effect 
the tension of each stitch is locked by the wax immediately. 
Wax of this nature proofs the thread against moisture in wear 
am thus maintains the tension durlnp· the life of the shoe. 
After Goodyear out sole Stitching tre channel arrl 
cham el 1e af are cemented and the channel 1e af is laid. The 
heel seat is nailed or fa st ened with fibre fastening am the 
shoe bottom is ]e veled. The le veli ner operatio n applies 
adequ8 te pressure to the shoe bottom so that the particul ar 
characteristics o f the last over which the shoe is made are 
d,efinitely imparted to both shank and forepart. 
Succeeding operatic ns, dependent upon the style 
and classification as to men's, women's or children's t y pe, 
i n clude heeling, ed g e am heel trimmirg , edge setting, 
b ottom finishing , cleaning or dressing the upper and final 
inspection. 
(2) The McKay Sewed Shoe 
Orig inally and for a long pe r iod thereafter t McKay 
shoes were who 11 y tack-lasted. The last used fer this 
process has a metal bottom with four small opening s through 
which tacks are ten porari ly driven to hold the i ns ole in 
place prior to ann c'lu_ri n v the lasti !lp' o f the upper. These 
tacks are withdrawn after the shoe is completel y lasted and 
pou nded and before the out sole is positioned. 
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After the insole is correctly positioned on tre last, 
the upper and lining s are pulled tightly over the last and 
fastened t o tre umer rurface of the insole, by ne ans of tacks 
v.h ich actually penetrate the insole and are clinched 
permanently against the metal bottom of tre last. 
such a clinch is a short tur n inr bac k or stubbing 
EL 
CLINCHING POINT 
OF" LASTING TACK M<KAY SEAM FASTENING 
OUTSOLE , UPPER AND INSOLE 
Cross Secti on of Mcl<ay Sewed Shoe. 
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of the point o f the tac1{ , afterwards visible inside the shoe 
only as a small speck of metal, but strong enough to make 
t re t a c k a f i x tur e for' the 1 if e of t he s..h o e • 
In recent years some manufacturers have adopted 
other lasting methods, particularly in women 1 s McKay sewed 
fboes. Arnong the newer methods used are Littleway staple 
lasting of sh enk and forepart, cement toe lasting, and 
occasionally tack or staple shank last:lng c 0m bined with 
cement ror epart am toe lastint' • -;·;henever t:ack s are not used 
1n shan1{ or forepart, it is unnecessary t o have a metal-
bottomed s..~ank and forepart to tbe last, as there is no 
m9tallic fastenin g p3netrati !1f the insole to be clinched, 
except at the heel seat. 
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After the shoe is lasted, the shank piece and the 
bottom or forepart filler are added. In the meantime the out-
sole has be En J:I' epar ed in the stock fit ti r:g department. This 
preparation consists of rov ndin~ the outsole to the proper 
shape, cutting the rutsole channel, sole mol.Jldinp.- and turning 
back the channel lip. 
The out sole is positioned on the Eh oe bottom and 
he Jd temporarily in place by means of staples or cement. The 
shoe is now ready for sole attaching b y means of the McKay 
sewing. Prior to sewing, however, the last is removed from 
the shoe. 
The McKay sean is a chainstitch and passes through 
the respective thicknesses of outsole, upper, lining and in-
sole • This seam is so positioned as to lie between the 
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clinched la s ting tacks and the ed g e of the inso le. 
After McKay sewing , the outsole c~ ·lannel is 
c e mented and laid back to it s original position, the rby 
covering the stitches. The shoe is then leveled on a machine 
designed with a s teel foot which goes inside the shoe and a 
forming mould on the out side of the sole. The required 
pressure is a pplied to smooth the insole and assure a 
comfortable interior. 
Re -lasting is then sometimes done and subsequent 
operations in completing the shoe include heel attachirg, 
heel roavirg and breasti ng , heel staininp: am fin ishing for 
leather heels a rrl attaching for wood heel s, ed p- e trimming, 
i nk i Ylf or staining the ed p:es, burnish irlf: or set t ing tbe ed g es 
am c leaning the upper. For additional comfort and a ppearance 
t h e insole is covered with a sock lininc . Af ter these 
operat:lons are co mpleted the .shoe i s g iven a final in s pect ion 
am is t h en ready for packinp . 
( 3) The McKay Welt Shoe 
A variation of t he McKay shoe am one that is used 
in sub stantial volume is the McKa-:t· Welt sh oe. The shoe 
progresses thrc:u g h the lasting operat i ons in identical sequ e nc e 
to the regu lar McKay . There after, a mid sole is temp or ar i ly 
held to the shoe bottom by means of staples or adhesive. The 
last is then removed and this mid sole i s McKay sewn to the 
shoe bot t om . 
Th e same last or a similar one, ca l led a "follower" 
is then inserted in the shoe and an ou tso le p l ac ed on the 
McKAY SEAM UNITING 
INSOLE UPPER 3.MIDSOLE 
LOCKSTITCH UNITING 
OUTSOLE a. MIDSOLE 
Cross Section of McKay Welt Shoe 
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midsole am tanporarily held in place with staples or 
cement. The edges of this C8 mbination are then shaped on 
the rough rourrling machine as in th3 Goodyear Welt process. 
Thereafter the out sole is attached pErmanently wt th the 
standard lock stitch seam and all subsequent operati ons follow 
tre Goooye ar i "elt proces s . 
• ( 4 ) The S l i p -1 as ted Shoe 
Footwear of this type was first made arm rrl 1868, 
but did not becorre popular until ~"orld Vva r II. During this 
peri o:J , bee ause of re stricti ons on the normal use of leather , 
otrer materiels, and shoe machinery, all unde:> gover nment 
control, t..he slip-lasted process increased rapidly in 
acceptance and popularity for the manufacture of women 1 ~: 
shoes. This was due chie f ly to the fact that slip-lasted 
shoes could be made almost entirely of fabrics and other non-
ratio ned materials and with a minimum of labor and e qu ipment. 
The term "slip-lasted" derives from tbe fact that 
the upper is closed am fastened to a sock linin1:~ in the 
Stitchin_g Room am tlBr eafter the last is inserted or nslipped" 
into place far convenience in preparing for and performing 
tre subsequent operations. In the trade, the term "California,. 
is frequently used to designate shoes of this type. How ever, 
the use of this terrr1 is misleadir:g because many lcJtv heel, 
casual type shoes are constructed by processes other than slip-
lasted, although in the finished product it may be difficu lt 
to determire exact construction variati. ons employed. 
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Ll N I NG 
UPPER 
& CEMENTITIOUS BINDER 
STITCH UNITING 
UPPER & SOCK LINING 
STITCH UNITING 
UPPER SOCK LINING 
6. PLATFORM COVER 
Cross Sec tion of 51 ip- Lasted Shoe 
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Extreme accuracy in cutting the upper and sock 
lining and in fi tt ir:g ar closing the several parts is 
essential in mak i~ shoes of thi. s type. Obviously the fit 
and size of the finished shoe are lar gely determined by the 
accuracy obtained in sewing the parts together in the Stitching 
Room prior to the next controlling operatio n c£ inserting the 
last. Consequently the last determines to a lesser degree the 
size and fit of this shoe than it ooes in other methcds of 
co ns t ru c t ion • 
The basic shoe is unlined, low wed ge heel with a 
platform sole, and caSJal in desi gn . If a lin,ing is used, it 
is combire d w-ith the upper by cern ent ing be fare the sewing 
operations are perforrred. After the upper and sock lining 
have be en sewn together , a platform cover is sewn to this unit 
with the seam just inside the one unitin g the upper and sock 
lining . This platform cover is in two pieces, one used to 
cover the forepart platform and a wider piece at the heel 
portion to cover tre heel portion of the platform plus the 
thickness of the wedge heel . Next, the last is inserted and 
the s earn caused by sewing upper and platform cover is made to 
line up and conform to the edge or "feather 1 ine '' of the last. 
For foot comfort, the platform is usually of a 
resilient and flexible material. It has already been fastened 
or co mbined to the wedge heel am is now cemented, positioned, 
am pressed to tfie bottom of the sock lining. The platform 
cover is then turned down over the ed~e of both platform and 
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heel and after cementing is l&sted to the bottom of the 
platform-heel unit. 
Variations on the fore g oir.g out line of process are 
often employed wren single thickness, full-length plHtforms 
are used to permit style and color co mb inaticns on heel and 
platform covers. 
The bottom of this assembly, includirg the over-
lasten mar vin o f tbe platform cover, is prepared for sole 
attaching , which is done either by t h e cement sole-attachirp 
methcd or sewing by the Mc Kay or Lockstitch process. Ed g e 
trimming , sole finishinp· , am other subseq~ent operatio ns to 
complete the shoe are performed as on any shoe. 
Also a parti&l l y slip-lasted shoe is possible, u s ir:g 
this process in the forepart or' tn the sh ank and f cr epart, 
with the upper closed to the sock linin€': in these portions. 
In such cases the shank and heel or only the heel sec tic n of 
the upper is cut with a normal lasting allowance and lasted 
inwardly just as on any Cement, Littleway, Lockstitch, or 
Mc Kay process shoe. The for epart platform can be of any 
d e s ired thickness to wh ich is fastened a thin mater ial to 
become the insole in the shank and heel secti-on for flat in-
ward lasting . Tbe heel, Wed ge, .Cuban, or Louis, is attached 
by nailing as on other standard inwardly la sted types. 
( 5) The Stitchdown Shoe 
Infants', children's and many grades of juven i ]e 
shoes are made by the Stit chdovm process. It is one of the 
o ldest and most practical meth cds of' footwear construction 
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and continues to occupy an important place in the industry. 
There are three classes canmonly made, namely, the 
single-sole Stitchdown, the two-sole Stitchdown and the three-
sole E!titchdown. A significant point in relation to this type 
of construction is that the inside of the shoe presents a 
smooth rurface with no penetration by stitches or metallic 
fastenings except at the heel seat. In this respect, the 
f i nished shoe resembles the Goodyear Welt. 
Sing le -Sole Stitchdown 
The weltless t y pe single-sole St i tcbd own, as shown 
in cross sect ion A, i s the simplest form arrl is used chiefly 
in the production of infants' shoes. It is c o mposed of t~ 
parts only - the upper and the sole, a ltboufh , in s orne cases, 
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a welt strip is added. The lasting mar p;in of the upper is 
turned aut and the flesh or un::'ler side of this rr:srgin is coated 
with cement. The corresponding mar gin of the sole is also 
cemented. The uppe:- and sole are then assembled on the last 
and the canented surfaces are temporarily stuck tog ether> by 
means of a machine that pinches the marginal extensions into 
posit lon .for sevJing. 
Tbe next operation is to sew the upper ana sole 
t o gether. This is done on a Lockstitch Machine and the 
stitching goes completely around the shoe. 
The shoe may or may not have a counter or heel 
reinforcement, but, if there is one, it is moulded with an out-
flange and is held down by the sole attaching seam as it pas s es 
arou nd the heel seat. 
LO~.TITCH UNITING------
OUT SOLE ANO UPPER 
Cross Section "A" of Single-Sole 
Stitchdown Shoe. 
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Cross Section "B" of Modifi ed 
Si ngle -Sole Stitchdown Shoe. 
.. 
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When a lining is used in these infant sizes a 
modification of this method is frequently used which involves 
the addition of a l:lght insole cut to the size am pattErn of 
the bottom of the last, as shoV~m in cross section ''B''· The 
marrin of tre lininp is cement-lasted to the under side of the 
insole. The lastinr margin of the upper is turned out, cement 
coated, and temporarily stuck to the cw.ent coated margin of 
the outsole by the use of the same machine referred to for 
single-sole types. Permanent oo le attaching is then done on 
trn Lockstitch Machine and the outside appearance of the 
finished shoe is identi-cal to the unlined single -sole product. 
Two-sole St itchdown 
The two-sole Stitchdown is made extensively in 
children's sizes for both boys and girls. The shoe bottom is 
comprised of two parts -the midsole and the out sole. The 
mid sole also serves as the ins ole. This ::hoe is made with 
either an out-flarged heel seat or with lasted-in heel seat; 
the majority, however, are of the OlJt-flanged type. 
This is probably the only rrethod of c o nstruction in 
v.h ich 11 pulliQ?, over•• is done before the insole is tacked to 
the bottom of the last. The Pulling Over Machine as used for 
this shoe is fitted to drive two tacks throug)l the upper and 
lining, ore either side at the tip line as indicated in 
section 3 of the illustrations showing the progressive 
manufacturing steps. 
After the shoe has been pulled over in this manner, 
the m:ld oo le is tacked temporarily to the last batt om. With 
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UNITING INSOLE 
LINING AND UPPER 
lOCKSTITCH UNITING OUTSOLE, INSOLE, 
LINING, UPPER AND WELT 
Cross Section of Two-Sol e Stitchdown Shoe. 
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the margin ct: upper and lining turned out, the shoe is then 
subjected to the operations of "toe forming tt and "heel 
flan g ing". These operations are in the nature of shaping or 
moulding the upper to a snug fit around the toe and heel seat 
of the last. 
The shoe is now ready for la s ting by the use of 
fine wire staples driven and permanently clinched close to 
the edge of the last or by thread lasting . Thread lasting is 
the more recent development and is done on a machine that sews 
a continuous ch :ainstitch seam. This method eliminates the 
use of all metallic fastenirg s in tre shoe bottom except heel 
attaclling nails in the heel seat. After the Shoe is lasted, 
the tacks driven by the Pulling Over Machine are withdrawn 
am the Ehank is cerr:ented into place. 
The flesh side of the outsole has been coated with 
cement and is now laid either by hand or temporarily attached 
on a sole layin.~ machine. Followinp· this ope r ati 0 n the shoe 
is rough-rounded am then g oes to the stitchi:rlf machine for 
permanent s o le attachinp: by means of the Goodyear Lockst itch 
seam. Simultaneously to and in conjunction with sewir:g the 
out sole , a narrow strip of we l ti Ilf' is fed tbr ough a spec ia ~ 
attachment on the Lockstitch Machine and the stitching , 
viewed in cross section, passes throu g h the welt, upper, 
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lining , mid so le and out sole • It will be observed, by reference 
to the cross-section dia gram, that the welt does not Jl3 rform 
t be function that is required in t:b.e Goodyear Velt shoe. 
---------------- ------------
Three - ~ole St it chdown 
In the construction of the three-sole Stitchdown, 
the inso le is tacked t€1!1 porar i ly to the bottom of tre la st 
an:J t he shoe pulle d over by machine in the uslial man :ner. 
The lining at the shank and forepart is drawn tightly around 
the last an c cemented to the under side of the insole. The 
upfer and lining at the hee 1 seat are le sted in with tacks in 
the same manner as the heel seat of a Goodyear Welt sho e. 
A middle sole, wh ich has the same marginal extension 
as the out so le and which ]s made o f a pie c e of ligl'l t sole 
leather or other material, is then cemented to the surface of 
the insole, the tacks which were used to hold tre insole in 
place am those used to retain the puLled over upper having 
been previously withdrawn. 
The toe portion is t hen mcu. lded or fortTB d and the 
out -turned marg in of the upper is fastened to the mid sole by 
thread lastirlf or staple lasti~. Aftertte shoe i s lasted, 
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the ~ ank and out sole are c e m en ted into po si ti on as in the tw -
so le t;i pe, the shoe is r ou gh-rounded and the out sole is then 
attached by means of a Lockstitch Machine fitted with the welt 
feedi~ device and, viewed in cross section, the stitches pass 
through the welt,upper, mid sole am cutsole. The heel is then 
attached to the shoe and al 1 of the several finishing operatiom 
carried through to can p let ion. 
Except far' a heel pad covering the heel seat lasting 
tacks and heel attaching nails, no so<k lining is used. In 
LOCKSTITCH UNITING 
OUTSOLE, MIDSOLE, UPPER AND WELT 
Cross Section of Three-Sole Stitchdown Shoe. 
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establishing the identity ct' this process, in two- and three-
sole types, particuh:. rly in ro mparison Wi th the Goooye a r Welt 
proce s s, it is necessary to observe the position of the welt. 
The welt is used in this instance to protect ar:d reinforce 
the upper, which would otherwise be exposed at the lasting 
line. 
( 6) Tre Nailed War k Shoe 
The Nailed process is used extensively in the 
construction of men 1 s mrk shoes and it has superseded, in 
larg e rre asure, the Pegged and Standard Screw methods. 
F'or s .hoes of t h is sort, all materie. ls used are of 
heavy wei ghts and in gr ades calculated to stand rc:ugh usage. 
Tre method of c o nstruction mus t also be ru gged and capable 
of standing up urrler hard wear. Durability is the prime 
requisite, both in materials and process of making. 
There are several types of work shoes now well 
standardized to meet the requirements in all s orts of 
industrial, mining and agricultural pursuits. It wruld take 
several cha _pters to d e s cribe completely the many types and 
various desiens. We have selected from the grrup one that is 
made in larg e volume and that is basic in design -Black elk 
upper, g rain leather insole, oak leather middle role, wood 
shank, composition rubber outsole and rubber heel. In the 
assembly of tbe shoe bottom a stonn welt (sometimes called 
'tcaulk" welt) is attached with stap les to the upper surface 
of tr.L mid sole. This welt i s so placed as to protect the 
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Cross Section of Nailed Work Shoe. 
forepart of the completed shoe from rapid absorption of 
moisture in wet places or wet weather. Obviously, it does 
not mf·ke the ~ oe waterproof, but it does effectively aid in 
that direction. 
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After the upper has been assembled it is pulled over 
the last to which the insole ha s previously been attached. 
The shoe is t ren lasted with closely drlven tacks that 
penetrate throu gh tre shoe upper and insole and are permanently 
clinched against the metal bottom ci' the last. In the mean -
t ime, the midsole and outso le have been assembled in the stock 
fitting department and sewed tog ether by means of a lockstitch 
seam. This operation is know n as "fair stitching". The 
storm welt is then attached with st!;p les and the wood shank 
positioned. The completed out sole is new moulded slig.,htly to 
conform to the shape of the last. After sole laying, the 
outsc 1e is nailed to the shoe bottom by means of loose nails 
t hat are re rman ently driven and clinched to the insole around 
the mar gin of the outsole just inside the fairstitche d seam . 
The heel seat is then nailed, the bottom is leveled, rubber 
heel attached, heel and edges trimmed and finished. After> 
brush i ng up in the ~ clr. in t:~ room the shoe is comple ted. 
V\h fle on the subject of work shoes it sh c:u1d be 
called to the reader 1 s attention that a very lar ge production 
in shoes of this type is also made by the standard Goodyear 
Wel t process. 
( 7) The Cemented Shoe 
A.YJ.y shoe, the sole of which is attached to the lasted 
upper, insole or welt by means of cement, is classed as a 
cemented or c ompo shoe. 
Modern types of cemented shoes have been made 
possible throu€']1 the development of cements and solvents, 
together with adeque. te machinery and practical methods for the 
app lie atio n thelr.'e of • 
As far back as 18'70, and for many years thereafter, 
shoes were made by this process, and were known as c ompo foot-
wear. 'I'he cements and solvents used today have a satisfactory 
holding power, and give a permanent bond for the life of tte 
shoe. 
Prior to the application of cement, the margin of 
the lasted upper or the flesh side of the welt, as the case 
may be, and a c orr e sp ond ing surface on the flesh side of the 
out so le are roughened so that t!le cement w i ll thoroughly 
penetrate into the fibres of tbe rou ellened sur faces. Tre 
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cement is then a.r;p lied to these roughened areas and allcwed to 
dry. Immediately before the operation of sole attaching, a 
solvent is a_ppl.ied to the outsole which temporarily softens or 
activates th3 cement. In this con:'.lition, the outsole and lasted 
shoe are broupht top:ether and subjected to the desired amo:J nt 
of pressl.ll'e and time dwell in a cement sole attaching mad:l ine. 
Because the cement is applied only around a ribbon-
like path, rather t han over the entire bottom, the finished 
shoe is not hermetically sealed across the center of the .forepart 
am in many other types of shoes. 
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There are several modern ways of accomplishing 
cemEnted shoe construction. The variations, however, pertain 
chiefly to lasting methods. Variations in the mat ter of' sole 
attaching do not represent any fumamental differences in 
principle, but rather involve differences in mechanical design 
o·f' the sole attaching machi'!'le. 
The lasting methods used by individual manufacturers 
in the construction of cemented shoes are briefly desc ribed as 
follows: 
Pyroxylin Cement Lasted 
The last ir:g marg ins of the upper, l ininp: and insole 
are coated with pyroxylin cement and held in position on the 
last with upstanding tacks partially dr iven and later removed 
after the cement has dried. The toe is lasted and held until 
dry in the same manner as the rest of the forepart. F'ollowing 
the removal of the tacks, the excess lasting allowance is 
trimmed away in the shank and forepart. The bottom is then 
prepared in the usual manner for cement sole attaching. The 
principal operatic ns included in this pr epa ration are upper 
rougping, putting in shank piece, cementing the lasted margin 
of upper and putting in the bottom filler. 
Litt leway Staple Lasted 
In this method the upper and lining are lasted to the 
insole by means o.f Littleway Staples which are more completely 
des~ribed in the chapter on the Littleway Lock stitch process. 
These staples permanently attach the upper to the inso le and 
do no penetrate throu gh the inner sur face of the insole. The 
STAPLES HOLDING 
UPPER AND LINING 
TO INSOLE 
Cross Sect ion of littleway Stapl e Las ted 
Cemented Shoe. 
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bottom is then prepared in the usual way for cement sole 
attaching. 
Tack Lasted 
In this type of shoe, the upper is lasted to the 
inso le by means of tacks which actually penetrate the insole 
and are clinched permanently a g ainst the metal bottom of the 
last. The procedure and machires used are ide:1tical to these 
employed in lasting McKay shoes. 
Latex Lasted Foreparts 
In this type, the forepart of the upper is l.a sted 
to a li.rnt weight insole by the use of Latex Gement. The 
shank is either Little way stapled or tack-la s ted. 
Si lhouwe lt and Cemented Welt 
The Silhouv1elt is a welt type shoe in which the 
outsole is attached by cerrent. Up to the point of sole 
attaching, it is made according to standard Goodyear Welt 
cons true tion. 
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The welt is lighter or thinner than that used in 
regular Goodyear Welt shoes. The insole is prepared in the 
stock fittin£" room by tbe sane method as previously de 3cribed 
in the chapter· on Goodyear Welts. Lasting methods follow the 
sane procedure and sequence as for Goodyear Welts. The welt 
is attached in the same manrer as on Goodyear Welts am the 
insean is then trimned as close as possible am a thin layer 
of bottom filler is used to even up the forepart. 
After the addition of bottom filler and shank, the 
flesh side of the welting is rou p:hened ancl a ribbon coating of 
pyroxylin cement is applied to the rouphered surface. The 
outsole s meanv.hile have been prepared, the treatment being 
identical to that for o1her t ypes of cement shoes. 
The out sole is attached on the cement sole 
attaching machine and subsequently follows through the same 
sequence of operations as other cement sole attached shoes. 
(8) The Littleway Lockstitch Shoe 
The Litt leway Lockstitch process has found ready 
acceptance in recent years by leading manufacturers of women's 
medium and better grades. This proces s provides far an ideaL 
combination of all the desired factors of style, comfort and 
flexibility. 
An ir.genious, machine-driven staple is used in 
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la sti llfT the shank and forepart of the shoe • These staples are 
made of fire wire and are driven in such a way that the points 
or· prongs reverse their direction wi1h in the thick ness of the 
inro le and do not penetrate to the foot sur face. These staples 
are k nown as Lit tleway Staples and they function so well that 
the upper am lining are permanently attached to the inso le by 
their us e. Toe lasting is accomplished on a mac.hine with the 
use of c..ement as the means of holding the toe portion of the 
upper and lining in place. Heel seats are lasted with tacks 
permanently driven and clinched a g ainst the metal heel seat 
portion of the last. After lasti ng operations are comp leted, 
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the surplus upper and lining are trimmed off by machine, the 
shank and bottom filler are added and the out sole is then 
po si ti one d arrl held in place t empor ari ly with cement. 
Prior to sole lay inr. , the outso le has been subjected 
to an important treatment Ynown as .sole conforminp-. 1'he 
function of this operation is to give the out sole, particular-
ly the shank portion, the de sir eel shape so that the sole will 
fit naturally to the shoe bottom and thereby preserve the 
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true character of the last in the finished shoe. In the 
preparation of the rut sole, in the stock fittinv r oom, a narrow 
channel has been cut to accomodate the sole attaching seam. 
This channel is opened after sole laying and the last then 
withdrawn from the shoe to allow for sole stitching. 
The lock stitch seam is located outside of the 
Lit t leway St aples and the tension on the thread is sufficient 
to sink the stitches slightly below the s.li' face of t he insole 
with the very desirable result of a smooth surface on the 
ins id e of the shoe • 
Immediately af t er s o le st1tchil1,!Z the orig inal last 
is put back into the shoe, the channel and channel lip are 
ce:nen ted arrl the lip is la 1d back to its or i g- ina 1 posit ion as 
an integral part of the sole. Improved methcds of leveling 
the bottoms have been perfected to meet the exacting re-
quirements necessary in bring inF out definite characteristics 
in the shoe bottom, such as extremely flat foreparts and well-
rourrled S:lanks. 
Subsequent operations include heel attaching , wood 
or l eather as the case may be, edge trimminp- and the finishi r:g 
operations to c omp let ion. 
As in many ot.h.er t ypes, a so ck lining is used which 
covers the single 1 ine of lock stitches on the inner surface 
of the insole, g ives additional foot comfort to the wearer and 
add s materially to the attractive appearance of the finished 
shoe . 
niSh ank Construction 
The ubackbone tt of any shoe is generally reco g nized 
as being the ball-to-heel section. The ability of a shoe to 
pro vi de comfort and long. wear with out dis tort ion may safely 
be said to be in direct proper tion to the strength of the 
s.l-1 ank structure. For this reason, mm ufacturer s not only use 
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a tanpered steel shank to produce the proper amount of rigidity 
but supplement it with a firm piece of fibre board. 
F'or a number of years the general method of 
procedure has bero to attach the reinf orcing piece of material 
to the umer si d e of t:a insole. The moe was then lasted and 
a steel shank laid between the margins of the overlasted upper, 
being usually held in place b y a sma 11 tack at th e heel. end. 
AYJ important development in shank construct ion rna ke s 
possible great strength and rigidity by the sk illful assembly 
into a sing le unit of insole, steel am fibre reinfo r cer. 
The unit is then moulded so as to e:ive a perfeet fit when 
tacked to the last b ottom. The transverse and longitudinal 
curves, which this moulding produces in the unit, greatly 
increase its strength and fitting qualities. 
Based upon a sound principle, it is a well-
conceived anc1 thoroll§:lly scientific addition to the art of 
modern shoemaking. It has been adopted not alone because it 
reSLtlt s in superior appearance of the finished shoe, but for 
the equally important reason that it actually contributes to 
the looks, wearing qualities and comfort of the shoe through-
cut its life. 
( 9) The Skeleton Insole Shoe 
F'rom a sole blank of suitable thickness and by 
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means of a sole splitting machine, the outsole and insole are 
produced by splitting the sole blank into two component parts. 
As a result of this operation, the insole has a rand or 
skeleton forepart and the cutsole has the full weight or 
thickness of the original sole blank at the center of the fore-
part. 
The sole blank may be a so lid leather piece 
orig inally, in which case the insole is of the same material 
and quality as the outsole, or the sole blank may be of the 
laminated type. The laminated type is built up in the stock 
fitting dep artm rot by c em en t inp together an out sole blank and 
i nsole blank under suitable pressltre and thereafter splitting 
at or just be low the lamination. In this type, the insole 
may be a flexible leat..-:,.er split, or it may be of a composition 
material • 
After the preparation of the bottom stock by this 
pro cess, the skeleton insole is tacked to the last and 
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subsequent Sh.oemaking operati o ns conform to the same methods 
am sequences as described in fore g oing pages explaining the 
treatment of either cement or sewed shoes. 
Shoes made according to this principle are known 
to the trade as Sbic ca-De l Mac and th3 soles may be attached 
by lock stitch, chainstitch or cement. 
( 10) The Pre -Welt Shoe 
This is a welt type of construction used chiefly in 
tbe manufacture of infants' and children's shoes and, to a 
limited degree, in misses 1 sizes. To a certain extent, it 
supplants cack (infa.Tlts' turn shoes) and stitchdovms in 
sizes 0-5 and 5-8. 
The uppers are fitted in the usual manner and a welt 
is then sewed to the lastin tr ed p: e of the upper by rre ans of a 
chainstitch seam. 
From this point on, Pre-Welts are made either with 
or without insoles. If the shoe is made without an inso le, 
the foot rests upon a rock linir:g which covers the sheet cork 
filler and is inserted after the last is pulled. 
If made with an insole, the general practice is as 
follows: In the lasting department a light-weight insole, to 
which tre sheet cork or similar f1 ller has been attached, is 
tacked to the bottom of the last. The •n:elting on the flesh 
side has been cemented prior to assembling and pulling-ova:'. 
After pulli rg - over , the shoe is placed in a lasting 
!)lachine equ ipped with wipers that encircle the Whole shoe. 
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1 Cross Section of Pre-Welt Shoe. 
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Sufficient tension is applied to the upper in the nwipe" so 
that the out oo le, which pr ev iousl y has been cern rot ed, can be 
placed by hand over the out-flang ed welt and then bonded 
temporarily by moderate blows of a rubber-faced hammer made 
especially for the purpose. 
The shoe is then released from the lasting machine 
am the sole naN holds the shoe in sh ape wh1le the outsole is 
rough-rru nded. After rough-rounding , the sole is permanently 
attached to the s.."IJ.oe on a Lockstit ch Machire. 
( 11) The Turn Shoe 
This method of sh oem ak i!lf" take s its name fr om the 
unique fact that the shoe is first mane wronv s ir1e out and 
later in the manufacturing proces s is " turned" ri ght sid e out. 
The Turn Shoe is S:;rictly a sin~ le-sole shoe, and, 
primarily for this reason, has a well earned reputation for 
grea t flexibility, l :lfht we i ght and comfort. 
In the selection of soles, fine and semi-fine 
grad e s are used and they are first "mulledn. Mulling , in this 
instance, is a process of sea soninr-· after the soles have been 
wet in a water bath. Th:l y must be soft and pliable when the 
shoes are lasted so as to prevent crackine th te g r ain of the 
leat.he r in the process of turning. 
After the sole is mu lled and prior to lasting, it is 
patterned to the required size end snap e, and a shou ld€I' is 
then cut around the 01 tsic'le edge against which the upper is 
lasted. Opposite and parallel to this shou lder, a channel is 
cut into which tbe stitches are embedded. The process of 
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cutting the shoulder am channel are done on a machine that 
accompliS1.es both operations simultaneously. 
The shoe upper completely fitted, outsole, crunter, 
box tee and last are assembled either by hand or with the aid 
of an assembling mach in e. Also, at this point, the next 
operation known as "pulling over" is either done by hard as 
a part of the lasti~ job or, separately, on a "pulling-over'• 
rna chine. 
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The si.des, including shank portion and forepart, are 
then lasted by hand w:ith upstand ine: tacks. The toe may be 
wiped i n and lasted by machine or may be entirely done by he.nd. 
The heel seat may be hand lasted or done by machine, oepending 
upon the choice of the manufacturer ar:d the ~ ;{ stem most 
satisfacto ry to his im i vidual requirements. 
After the lastinp; ope:cations are completed, the upper 
and forepart linirv are stitched tightly to the sole by a 
curved needle mrking in the arc of the circle w'n ile the shoe 
is still in a wrong-side-out position on the last. It is also 
interesting to kn ow and appreciate that this sewing , a chain-
stitch , is accomplished without any interfereme from tre 
upstanding tacks, which stil l hold the shoe upper fir mly to the 
sole. Tl-:e introduction of this mach ine was engineered by 
Charles Good ye ar a'1d became known as the Goodyear Tllrn Sewing 
Machine. 
The thread is thorou ghly impre g nated with wax and 
the stitch a most durable one. The loop portion of th e stitch 
lies on the outside edg e. After stitchin£" , all the tacks are 
pulled and the surplus mare in of upper stock is closely 
trimmed and the seam is smoothed out by a hand pounding with 
a turn shoe hammer • 
The last is then removed and there follows a sequence 
of operations involving expert craftsmanship. The shoe is 
turned right side out, the turn shoe shank inserted on the 
i n side of the shoe and the shoe is t hen relasted. The job of 
relasting (putti:rg the last back into the shoe) requ ires skill 
i n sha p iQJ: the shoe to its final per feet ion of line. 
It is the general practice when the shoe is hand-
lasted to return the shoe for turn irlfr and rel a sting to the sane 
workman who did the original wrong-side-out-lasti!Jff.. Th i s 
virtually places the turn shoe operator upon the plane of ham 
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shoe craftsmanship and thus, in g reater degree than in any other 
moder n type of footwear, the turn shoe is handmade. 
After rela s ting , the sole is leveled, the heel 
attached and the several operations of trimming and finishing 
carried through in the same sequence as on other t ypes. 
A sock lining is used, v.hich covers the channel and 
stitches and give s the inside of the shoe a smooth, comfortable 
surface. (1) . 
( 1) 'iiow Modern Shoes are Mad en, United Shoe Ma c h i nery Corp. , 
Bosto n, Ma ss~ , 1949, p p 19-61 . 
B. 
Operation Departnl:lnts 
( 1) Upper Cutting - Cuttiilf. Room 
The upper leather is f :ir st sorted and put up into 
jobs from Which the varnps, quarters, tips, backstays and 
tongues are cut. There are two methctl s used in ctl tting upper 
leather or fabric uppers, namely, machine cutting and hand 
cutting. Machine cutting involves the use of so-called 
''clickin..g: tt dies an:1 a clicking machine. Hand cutting requires 
the u s e of metal-bound cardboard patterns and a hand knife. 
Machine cutting is very generally the practice except on shoes 
of fancy or intricate de sign that are ma d e in too limited 
vo lue to justify the cost of cl icki:ng dies. 
In addition to the shoe uppers, the linings are cut 
in this department. These l"iniP..gs are cut from kidskins, 
sheepskins, drills or twills. Cotton doublers also used to 
plump up or reinforce the vamp and tip are cut in this depart-
ment. Uppers and linings are nmatch markedt' , sorted into pa:irs 
an:1 stamped for size and case number, the latter being for 
factory identification throughout the remainder of the 
manuf ac tur i nr- process. 
( I I) Upper Fit ti ng 
Upper fitting includes a wide range of operations in 
the department irrrrnediately following the cuttinp:· room, where 
the separate parts of the upper and lining are progressively 
assenbled anc stitched in making the completed shoe upper. 
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The number of operations involved in this department and t h eir 
sequence vary greatly and obviously are in direct relation to 
the simplicity or complexity of the design and type of shoe 
beirg produced. 
Some of the important operations performed in this 
depart:nent , in addition to the major ones of stitching the 
several parts of upper and lining in their ):roper sequence , 
include skiving, cementing and foldin g or finishing the edges 
of vamps, qua rters and tips - perforating tips and other parts, 
if the design so specifies - inserting hooks and eyelets -
making buttonholes aTld sewing on buttons - and "lacingtt eyelet 
types with a terr..porary string to h o ld the up:r;er in proper 
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posit ion on the last dt1r ing sub seq1J ent ma.nuf actur i ng operatio ns . 
The manner and appearance of "lacing'~ is clearly shown in 
illustration No. 2 on "Progre ssive Steps in the Construction 
of a Gooo year Welt Shoe". 
(III) Stock Fitting 
The stock fitting room is the departmen t in which the 
bottom stock i s prepared. The parts produced or assembled in 
this department include out soles, insoles, welting, counters, 
heels and box toes. Here again a considerable variation in 
rre th od and number of operations exists. The mm uf ac turer 
follows whatever procedure is best suited to meet the require-
ments for tbe t ype and grade of shoe to be made. 
The ccunter is a leather or fibre piece moulded to 
the proper shape and s1ze of the heel portion of the last. It 
is placed between the uprer :e ather am lining at the heel of 
the shoe and is a reinforcement to the shoe at this point. 
The covnter also serves as a protection to the foot and aids 
materi ally in pre serving the shape of the shoe throu ghou t its 
life. 
The box toe i s a leather, pyroxylin impregnated 
fabric, thermoplastic, buckram, flexible c<Tk, or . latex 
impre gnated felt unit placed in the toe of the shoe prior to 
lasting. The bo x toe i s an important component part of every 
shoe, except in certain types where the desi gn intentionally 
ca lls for "no box". Its purposA is essentially twofold, namely, 
a protection to the foot of the wearer an d the means of 
tr eser ving , throu§:lout t he life of the shoe, the shppe and 
contour of the toe porti on of the last over which the shoe is 
made. 
(IV &V) Lasting and Bottoming 
"Lasting '1 is the operation, or series of opEr at ions, 
by me an s of wh ich the shoe u p per and lining are dr awn down 
tightly to the wooden last, over which the shoe is made, and 
thereafter attached to the insole of the shoe. In 'Iurn shoes 
am sing le -so le S tit chdo wns, the re is no insole and the upper 
and lining are therefore attached temporarily to the outsole 
as a part of the last i r:g ope rat ion. 
The lasti ng of a shoe is one of the most important 
parts of the shoe making pro cess and, as will be observed from 
a readiTif:! of the text in the prE;}oe d·:t ng pa g es, is acco mplished 
by a number of different methods. 
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As a part of the proces the shoe upper and lining 
must be conformed to the wooden last with a hi¢.1 depree of 
skill, in order that the ttpulln upon the upper will be 
evenly distributed and ro that the upper and lininp will be 
free from wrinkles when the last is finally removed. Further-
more, as shoes are always made in pairs and in gra~ed sizes 
and widths, each shoe should be accurately mated at this 
stage of manufacture if subsequent operations are to be 
carried out with precision. 
After lasting, tbe shoe bottom is prepared to 
receive the out sole. The operations involved in this prepar-
ation, depending upon the type of shoe under construct!. on, 
are more comp letely described in subsequent chapters. 
The operation, or series of operations, by means of 
Which the outso le is permanently attached to the other parts 
of the shoe is known as "Bottominp: ". It may also include the 
au x iliary operations upon the outsole that are performed after 
attaching. Every modern method used in shoe construct ion , and 
hereafter· described, depends basically upon t;he means by which 
the cu tsole is attached to the other parts of the shoe. 
There are three f undamental groups: 
1. Sewed Shoes 
2. Cemented Shoes 
3. Nailed Shoes 
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There are a number .of dist inctive methods in each group, 1 name y: 
1. Sewed Shoe s 
Goodyear Welt Sb.oe 
Goodyear Turn Shoe 
McKay Sewed Shoe 
McKay ';vel t Shoe 
Stitchdown Shoe 
Li tt leway Lock stitch Shoe 
Pre-Welt Shoe 
Ske leton Insole Sewed Shoe 
2. Cemented Shoes 
Littleway Staple Lasted Cemented Shoe 
Tack Lasted Cemented Shoe 
Skeleton Insole CemEnted Shoe 
Silhru welt and 'emen ted Welt 
SlipLasted Shoe 
Cement Lasted Cemented Shoe 
3. Nailed Shoes 
Nai led Shoe (Loose Nails) 
Standard Screw Shoe 
Pegged Shoe 
The reader may feel after viewing this list that it 
presents an exceedingly complicated subject for explanation, 
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am to anyone unf ar.1iliar with the technicalities of shoe 
construction it is difficult to under'stand the need of so many 
methods. The r e are, however, adequate mechanical and commer cial 
reasons justifying the existence and use o .p them all, for 
producing footwear suitable for the various functions of the 
wearers. 
(VI) Making 
After the out sole has been attached, there are a 
numb e T' of operations per formed in the mak 1nf7 room that have to 
do with attach lnf· the hee 1 to the shoe, trimming the heel and 
the edges of the sole to the required contour, scouring the 
heels, settirlf the edges, staininp; and burnishing the heels. 
Because of the variety in kims, types and heights 
of heels used in making modern shoes, a cons:k1erable variation 
exists in heel-attaching methods. However, the standard 
practice is to attach leather heels by treans of machine-driven 
nails that penetrate the combined thickness of heel, outsole 
an:l insole, and clinch on the inside sur face of the insole. 
The sane practice applies when the heel ismade up of a leather 
base and rubber heel. 
Heel trimming an~ ed g e trimming are done on high-
speed machines, equipped with spe~iel cutters. 
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In attaching wood heels on women's shoes, an entirely 
different problem is presented. The reader can see, from an 
examination of some of the illustrations showing the pro g:ressive 
steps in shoemaking, particularly those portray i n p, the Turn 
Shoe, Lit tleway Locksti tch Shoe, and Cemented Shoe, that a very 
accurate shaping of the out sole at the heel seat is required 
in order that a tight joint will result when t:he heel is 
attached. After the heel seat has been accurately shaped, the 
heel is attached by gluing and nailing • 
(VII) Finishing 
In the finishing room the bottoms of the soles are 
scoured lightly, a finishine wax or gum applied, and the 
bottoms polished. The lasts are then pulled and the heel is 
nailed from the inside with five nails that penetrate through 
the insole, outnole and into the heel approximately one-half 
inch. Thereafter, thi.s naili~: is preferably reinforced by 
inserting a wood heel screw at the center of the heel · seat, 
which adds to the security and stren g th of the heel through-
out the life of the shoe. F'ins.ll y the shoe bottoms are 
branded or stamped, heel pads inserted and the inside of the 
shoe inspected. 
(VIII) Treeing am Packing 
Treeing operations vary c onsid er ably and depend 
upon the type of shoe and kind of leather or fabric in the 
upper. In general, tre final cleaning and dressing, to what-
ever extent may be necessary, are embraced under the term 
"treeing ... Lacings, bows and buckles, heel pads or sock-
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linings, as the case may be, are put into or onto the shoe ,aftEr' 
which comes a final inspection before packing . { l ) 
(1) nRow Moder n Shoes are Mad e ", Un i ted Shoe Ms. chinEr y earp., 
Bo ston, Mass ., 1949, pp 14- 18. 
IV 
Production 
A. 
Production Characteristics 
Shoe pro duct ion in the United States is greater 
than that in any other nation in the world. .Although there 
are more t h an one thousam manufacturinp· establiS:l ments about 
three humred factories produce approximately 90 percent of 
the tot a 1 out put. 
Direct lab<r , raw materials, · and fuel are the maj <r 
e xp ense items in the manufacture of shoes. In 1948, labor 
costs composed about 25 to 35 percent of the va lue of shoes 
manufactured, while raw material and fuel costs arrounted to 
about 50 percent. A measure of flexibility is introduced into 
manufacturing costs, in that most machinery is leased, with 
royalty' payments based upon the machine production. When 
prod uction is curtailed royalty paymrots decline, and overhead 
is reduced. ( 1) 
MachineTy bas benef ited the shoe im us try in a 
number of ways as has been mentioned in the early section of 
this rep ort. It has increased productivity of labor, snd 
enab led the manufacturer to produce a be tter quality of shoe 
at l e s s co s t • 
Althru gh sh oe manufacturing is mechanized to a high 
degree, the proces s i::: as yet in the semi-automatic stage of 
development. Numer ous operations, requiring seve ral separate 
( l ) Standard and Poors Re por t , ''Leather and Shoes'', N.Y ., N.Y., 
F'ebruary 16, 1950, p 4. 
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machines, are involved in the production of' one shoe. (1) 
The shoe machinery indus try is dominated by the 
United Shoe Mach inery Corporation am Compo Shoe Machinery 
Company. Tbey own or control virtually all of' the patents 
and machines used in the industry. Their policy has been to 
lease their machinery on a royalty basis on equa 1 terms to 
all manufacturers , as has been mentioned before in this 
report . 
'I'he lease sys tern, in standardizing shoe machinery, 
has virtually eliminated a ny substantial variati on in labor 
productivity as between plants on a g iven type of shoe . The 
contr ol of shoe machinery by a few companies has reduced 
competition between different machines capable of performing 
the same operations. Und er the se conditions, the r e has been 
little change in the basic machinery used in the manufacture 
of shoes duri J1S recent years. Ther e have, hOIV ever , been 
changes in processes and the adoption of old machines to 
csx•ry on new operations called for by style changes. Mean-
while , the lessee of machinery will not assent to conditions 
unprofitable to himself, and the lessor, knowing that 
reasonable royalties md rentals will be more beneficiel in 
the long run , will not demand more than the shoe manufacturer 
can pay . ( 2) 
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(1) Qu imby , H.R .. , ••story of· Fowtwear'', National Shoe Manufactur -
ing Association, New York, 1945 , p 15. 
Standard and Poors Report, "Leather am Shoes", N.Y.,N.Y., 
1946, p l. 
(2) Ibid. 
Although Shoes are nece ssity products, production 
is highly sensitive to changes in consumer purchasi ng power. 
It also is seasonal, highest in the early Spring and late 
summer months, when Fall a.nd Spring styles, respect i vely, are 
produced. It is lowest during mid-Summer and Wi nter months, 
which are the in-between sea sons when fi 11-in orders are 
produced. ( 1) 
Ever since 1930, Shoe production has held better 
than that of i ndustry as a whole. In the 1920's, however, it 
was somewhat lower than total manufacturing activity . The 
industry generally starts to decline or recover earlier than 
does total manufacturing activities . 
This observat ion corroborates the fact that 
sonsumers extend purchases in luxury products and are well 
supplied with necessity goods at the peal{ of the busino ss 
cycle. On the other hand, consumers begin purchasing necessity 
g oods first after a recovery movement gets under way. 
In general, the long term tren:l of shoe production 
has been upward, reflecting not only the growth in population 
but also changes in s ty le and living habits. Growth in 
population naturally Should lift shoe production, but the 
style factor is important since f ashion calls for the wearing 
of different types of shoes for various social functions, 
thereby increasing the per capita use . 
Since 1921, when total production was only about 
(1) Jennings, E.H., ''Bank Loans to Shoe Manufacturersn, Rumph 
Publishing CorTipa ny, Chic ago, 1948, p 20. 
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2,086,000 pairs of shoes, output has increased sharply. In 
1939, it reached a record peak of more than 424,000,000 
while in 1948, tbere were 462,000,000 pairs. (l) 
Tbe averag e output per employee in 1933 was $2,800 
increasing in 1935 to $3,100. In 1937, tre output increased 
to $3,500 while in 1948 , the r e was a rise to approximatel y 
ten thousand d ol1ar s. ( 2) 
{ 1) 
( 2) 
St a ndard and Poor s Re por t, "Le a the r a nd Shoes'•, N.Y.,N.Y., 
February 16, 1950, p l. 
Census of Manufacturers, "Footwear't, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Series MC 68A-2, June 30, 1949, pp 1-2. 
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B. 
Production By Proouct Division 
On page 77 there is a table showing the volume 
of output by basic product divisions for the years 1921 to 
1948. 
In briefly analyzing these fi gures, it is readily 
apparent that the manufact1.1re of women's shoes account for 
almost half of tre total output for the industry. Of course, 
the reason for tl1.is leadership is pr i marily style and the 
increase in socia l activity. 
The next division of importance is that of men's 
sh oe s which approximate about ha lf of the shoe production 
for wo men , or about ore quarter of tre tot a l o111tput. Under 
these c:ircumstances, we fim that it has g enerally been the 
custom for m:m to wear the same shoes day in and day out. 
However, the trade is endeavoring t o overcome this custom by 
extensively advertising the use of various styles for 
different occasions . 
The three minor divisions, namely misses'and 
ch ild ren ' s , boy s ' and youth's an:J infants' accou nt for about 
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a quarter of the remainin~r production avail ab le f or consump ti. on. 
In analyzing these fi gur es to determine there si gnific ance, 
we find that the lack of predominance o f the style factor, 
us e of same ::;,.'l re s pr actically da i ly, and relative duration in 
the case of infants account for the relative low production 
which is b ased on prosp ective demand. 
7'7 
Table 2 
Production of Shoes by Major Types 
(000 pairs) 
Misses 1 & Boys 1 & 
Year V: omen's Men's Children's Youths 1 Infants All other Total 
1948 19'7,372 104,732 56' 104 1'7 ' 193 3'7,803 49,078 462 , 282 
1947 207 . 044 106.696 55,426 18,688 35,290 44 ,900 468,044 
1946 234,863 104' 194 53,985 20,645 37,783 74,298 525,768 
1945 195,318 68,330 54,094 15 , 903 34,803 '70 , 787 441,239 
1944 186,096 69,992 44,881 17,155 29,075 64,810 417,446 
1943 195, 738 84 ,736 33, '760 19,830 25,441 59,007 418 ,512 
1942 181,685 102 , 100 41,285 17 , 107 25, 657 75 , 161 442 ,995 
1941 184,915 120,519 47 ,9 12 19 '159 28.175 82,417 483,097 
1940 167,504 102,700 40,750 15,276 2 1,750 56' 171 404,151 
1939 . 179 ,600 103,996 43, 990 16,858 24 , 085 55,607 424' 136 
1938 164,032 96,922 40 , 188 17, 13'7 21,315 51 , 082 390,746 
1937 17 1,430 103 ,355 39,79 1 17,481 22,786 57,126 411,969 
1936 167, 996 104 , 106 3E',845 16, 570 21,612 68,098 415, 227 
1935 151,031 99,705 37,520 17 , 848 21, 451 55 , 064 383,761 
1934 138,031 91,917 34 , 276 17 , 348 19,167 56,761 357 ' 119 
1933 136,503 89,182 33 ' 180 19 , 994 18 ,578 52,995 350.,382 
1932 121 , 149 75 , 294 33,600 18' 100 15,653 49,493 3 13 , 290 
1931 119 , 460 78 ,268 34,308 20 , 047 18 ,546 45,611 316,240 
1930 114 , 963 77,406 32,037 18,530 18,558 42,676 304,170 
1929 134,181 95 ,013 39,927 22 , 993 23 ' 750 45 ,538 361,402 
1928 127 ,362 91,120 37 '136 23 ,023 23,934 41 ,867 344 , 351 
1927 119 , 492 95,395 39 ,650 24,229 24 ,542 40 , 300 343 , 608 
1926 115 , 166 89 , 917 38,577 21, 111 24,014 35 , 638 324,423 
1925 112,261 90 , 180 38,691 21,021 24 , 587 35,670 323,500 
1924 110 , 333 88,236 35 , 694 20,274 23,823 34 , 871 313,231 
1923 117 , 940 104 ,2 15 40 ,136 22,239 27,015 39,569 351,114 
19 22 112 ,039 95 , 112 39 ,442 21,632 23,939 31,712 323,876 
1921 109,990 69,544 35 , 066 18,462 17 , 379 36,330 286,771 
Source : Shoe am Leather Reporter, Vo lume 256, Boston, Massachusetts, 
December 31, 1949 ' p 23. 
----~~---
In reviewing the percentag es of tot a1 
production for the years 1935, 1940, 1944 and 1948, we find 
tha t wo me n's share of total prod uction rar.ged from forty 
t wo to forty five percent. 
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c. 
Prcduction By Price Lines - 1948 
Upon analyzing the prod uc t i 0 n fi gur e s by pri c e 
line on pa g e 80, we can make very si g nificant observation 
regardin,.o· the price line most acceptable by consumers. 
In observinp.· the percentag es for women 1 s ::hoes, 
we find that 61. 7 percent of total wo men's shoe output falls 
within the raLge of t wo dollars to .$7 . 50 per pair. Upon 
item analysis by selling price, we find that within the range 
26.9 percent are in the f o ur to five dollar bracket. 
About 59.6 percent of men's dress shoes fall in 
tbe price range of six to eleven dollars with 25.2 percent 
falling in the six dollar to $7.50 rang e. Men's work shoes 
rang e f rom fou::r Cb ll.ars to :~~8 . 50 withoutput at 73.3 pe r cent 
co nta ined in this bracket. 
In the case of youth's a_n.d boys', the range is 
$2 . 50 to ei i;!·ht dollars with 95.4 per cent falling i n this 
bracket. Percentagewise, the sing le range of five dollars t> 
$ 6.00 has the lB r g est prodnctivity which totals 33.6 percent . 
F inally, misses ' ard children's range from $2.50 
to $ 6.50 with 84 .2 per cent of output for this class i ficatio n 
falling therein. However, it is well t o d:Jserve that 36.3 
percent fall into the :$3.50 to five dollar rang e. 
S i me we have de tennined the price ranges most 
acceptable by consumers, we can relate t.hese facts to the 
basic characteristics of the industry. In co nsldering style, 
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Selling Price 
$1 .50-2.00 
2 .oo -1 . 00 
4 .00-5.00 
5 . 00-6 . 00 
6 . 00-7.50 
7 . 50- 8. 50 
8.50-10.00 
10 . 00-11 . 00 
11 . 00-13 .oo 
13 .oo - 1.5 .oo 
15 • 00 - 17 • 50 
17 • 50 - 20 • 00 
Over ~~20. 0 0 
Selling Price 
$1 . 75 -2.50 
2 . 50 ... 3 . 50 
3.50-500 
5.00-6 . 50 
6 .50-8 . 00 
8 . oo-10 .oo 
over ~o . oo 
Table 3 
Shoe Produc tion by Price Lines - 1948 
(thousands of prs) 
-
Women's 
1,600 
16,000 
53,100 
41,600 
27,000 
13,400 
14,400 
11 ' 100 
' 3 ,800 
5,300 
5,300 
2 , 600 
2,200 
Per Cent 
0.8 
8.1 
26.9 
21.1 
13 . 7 
6.8 
7 .3 
5.6 
1.9 
2.7 
2.7 
1.3 
1.1 
197 ,400 100 .o 
- 1out:fisT 
& Boys • 
2,200 
5,200 
5 ,800 
3,100 
700 
400 
17 ,400 
Per Cent 
12 . 5 
30.4 
33.6 
17 . 9 
4 . 4 
1 .2 
100.0 
Me n ' s 
Dr ·3~s Per Cent 
2.7 
4 .0 
6.4 
3,100 
4,900 
19,500 
10 ,000 
8,300 
8 ,300 
6,100 
3 ,500 
3 , 900 
5,700 
1 , 900 
2,100 
25.2 
13 . 0 
10.7 
10 . 7 
7 .9 
4 . 5 
5.1 
7.4 
2.4 
77 , 300 100 .o 
- Misses'- -
& Children's 
1,000 
17 , 800 
20 , 400 
9,000 
4.f700 
2 , 500 
700 
56,100 
Men's 
Work 
1,600 
6 , 100 
5,000 
5 ,300 
3,700 
2,100 
900 
800 
200 
800 
400 
500 
Per Cent 
6 . 0 
22.1 
18.4 
19 . 4 
13 .4 
7 . 8 
3 . 2 
2.8 
.9 
2 . 8 
1.4 
1 . 8 
27,400 100.0 
Per Cent 
1.7 
31 . 8 
36 . 3 
16 . 1 
8.3 
4.5 
1 . :; 
100.0 
~ - - ~ ~ - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - -
.... ... 
- - - - - -
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Source: Shoe and Leather Reporter, Volume 256, Boston, Massachusetts , 
December 31, 1949 , p 23. 
the rapid changes dictate lower prices in order to reduce 
the consumer's loss when the shoes are discarded. In most 
instames the higher priced shoes would be purcha sed by 
older people who are not affected by style change, and in-
dividuals who have trouble with their feet and must procure 
better shoes as a remedy for their condition. However, in 
considering these apparent effects, we must not overlool{ 
the fact that economic conditions are the major die tate to 
any individual. 
F'urther consideration of the effects upon industry 
characteristics indicate that the middle price range wou ld 
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be most desirable for producers to engage in operation. Under 
these conditions, as mentioned in the ee.rlier section of this 
report, the producer could always gage his costs to the possible 
selling price and thereby survive in a competitive market. In 
per iods of prosperity, the imrease in availability of funds 
to those people spending in the lower price range would necess -
itate inc rea sed care of feet with the funds g ained. However, 
those people who are currently purchasing middle-priced shoes 
would not necessarily procure higher priced shoes as long as 
they were getting good quality shoes at this price range. 
v 
Raw Materia ls 
A. 
Source and Prorluction 
Although the United st::tt~s in one of the leading 
cattle raising nations of the world, her hide production is 
not sufficient to meet domestic demand. Domest i c tanners who 
furnish practically all of the Un ted States leather require -
ment s, are dependent upon imports for about 10 per cent of 
their cattle hides, abou t 20 per cent of their requirements 
of calf and hip skins, about 95 per cent of their requirements 
of goat and kid skins, and ab ou t 50 per cent of their require-
ment s for sheep and l amb skins. 
The chief sources of imported cattle hides are 
Argentina, Canada, and Brazil. Cattle hides are used for 
sole and uppers of shoes, usually for men's heavy work shoes. 
Calf am hip skins are imported from F'rance , New 
Zea land, Canada, Australia, Sweden, United Kingdom, and 
Finland. These skins are used largely for shoe uppers. ( 1 ) 
On page 84, the number of U.S . produced hides and 
skins used in the manufacture of footwear is shown in tabul:o.r 
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form. It may be noted that the largest output was achieved in 
the years 1941 and 1942 when production was increased to 138,50'7 
and 137,848 hides . 
In recent years since the ces sation of hostilities, 
some 200 new shoe factories began operations in the United 
states. The increase in number of producing units and the 
removal of end-use restrictions have greatly increased the 
( 1 ) standard and Poors Report, "shoe and Leather Industrytt, N.Y ., 
N.Y., November, 1946, p 12 • 
-------- --
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Table 4 
Leather Produc tion 
Sheep & Calf & Goat 
Lamb Kip & Kid 
Year .,..._,... _.M l1ions of Skins ... ---
1949 21.4 26.7 9 . 2 31-. 8 
1948 26.1 33.5 10 . 5 37.7 
1947 28 . 1 36.3 l2 . 4 37 . 4 
1946 24 . 7 44 . 3 9 . 9 21 . 7 
1945 27 . 6 52 . 5 11 . 6 24 . 0 
1944 25.8 53 . 9 10 . 9 34.7 
1943 25.7 59 . 3 11 . 1 37 . 4 
1942 30 .8 53.6 12 . 3 41.1 
1941 28 . 1 51.9 13 . 1 45 . 4 
1940 21 . 1 37.9 11.4 37.7 
1939 22 . 1 39. 4 14 . 0 40. 4 
1938 19 .o 28.9 13.0 31.9 
1937 22 . 4 34 . 2 12 . 0 46.6 
1936 22 . 7 37 . 9 13.3 47.4 
1935 21 .9 38 . 5 14 . 1 48 . 3 
1934 19.8 34.3 13 . 1 45 . 0 
1932 17 . l 33.9 11 . 6 44.3 
1931 14 . 6 28 . 8 12.4 m .o 
1930 16 . 2 32 . 4 14.2 48 . 6 
1929 17.7 30 . 4 15 . 6 55 . 4 
1928 19.1 39 . 0 15 . 6 55.4 
- ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ 
Source;: Standard and Ponrs _-Report_·, . nLeather .a_nd Shoe sn,, New York , N . Y,. , 
February· 16 , , 1.950., , p 6. 
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the competition far the ava il able supply of leather . (l) 
( l) Leather and Shoe Blue Book, "Shoe Industry'', Rumph Publishing 
Company, Chic ago, 1948, p 6. 
8 6 
B. 
Prices 
A graphic pr'esentation of the average price of 
. sole leather am hides from 1937 to 1948 is S:l own on page 87 • 
It may be ovserved that the prices of sole leather have been 
rather erratic with sharp increases from 41.5 cents per 
pound in 1945 to 46.5 cents in 1946. In 1947, we fi m that 
the sver~e P"ice rose to 67.9 cents per pound. 
It is well to note that the prices of hides also 
show this character is tic of being erratic. In 1946, the 
average P"ice rose to 18.5 cents per pound from 15 . 5 cents 
in 1945. In 1947 this change was more pronounced wren the 
average price increased to 27.2 cents per pound. 
Generally, hide prices are usually very sensitive 
to the changes in economic co:rrlitions. Sime hides are used 
chiefly in the mmufacture of shoes, and S:lre demand reflects 
changes in consumer purchasing power, prices also are sen-
sitive to the trends of payrolls. 
In addition, the available supply fluctuates with 
cattle population, and this supply is quite im ependent of 
demani. Therefore, sime hides are aby-pr.oduct of the meat 
packing industry, volume is governed by factors remote from 
any re l.a t ionship to demand for leather 9 
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VI 
Employment 
-~~--
A. 
Wage Data All Manufacturing 
Number of Employees 
The leather footwear industry has employed from 
175,000 to as high as 259,000 workers in the year 1948. 
During the years from 1926 until the present. time the total 
employme nt has averaged about 200,000 workers. These fi gures 
indicate that the employment from the standpoint of worker 
security is relatively stable. Employment during the de-
pression years from 1931 until 1937 declined approximately 
ten per cent. ( 1) 
During the war, there was a slight decline in 
employment since many employees were drafted into the military 
service or sought employment in more lucrative positions . 
However, as an offset to this employee shortag e sty l e restric-
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tion of rationed footwear as well as large g overnment contrac t s 
f or definit e t ype and sty les o f shoe s resu lted in increased 
product i v ity and higher earning s of piece -rate workers. 
The industry has always employed a large percentag e 
of women workers though mostly in semi-skilled and unskilled 
positions . In 1945, women comprised 57 per cent of the 
165,500 plant workers in the indust r y, and in 1948, they . 
comprised about fifty per cent. ( 2) The skilled operation 
( 1) 
(2) 
u. s . Departmen t of Corrrrnerce, nBoot find Shoe St a ti stic sn, 
I ndus trial ·ser i e s No. 38, Washington , D .C., 1946, P 37. 
Bureau of Labor Stat istics, "Footwear', Series 2, U.S. De part -
ment of Labor, Washington , D.C., 1945 , p3. 
of vamping was the only one in which more women were em-
ployed than men. 
The trend of employment in t h s industry is 
pre sented in tabular form on page 91. 
Hourly and Week ly Earnings - United States 
Average hourly earning s for the industry have 
increased constantly since 1926 from 38.9 cents per hour 
to $1.11 per hour at present as shown on page 91. 
However in relation to these average earning s, it is well 
to note that these earnings are below the average fo r all 
manufacturing companies due to the great amount of unskil led 
l abor required. 
In analyzing the table of distribution of hour ly 
earnings for 1948 on page 92 , we find that six per cent 
of the total workers earn less than 65 cents per hour 
while twenty pe r cent earn less than 75 cents per hour. 
Forty-six per cent of the workers earn less than one dollar 
to $1 .45 per hour. There are about two per cent who earn 
about two dollars per hour. This analysis corroborates the 
characteristic of relatively high labor cost. 
Upon furthe r analyzj_n g this presentation we find 
that men earned considerably more tban women. The averag e 
earnings on a nation wide basis being $1 .25 and 95 cents 
respe ctive ly . There are about three per cent of the men 
90 
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Table 5 
Shoe Industry Wage Data 
- - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - -
-
- -
.... - -
------- -Estimated -# Average Hrs. Aver age Hr 1y Aver age Wk1y 
Year Workers Emp1oled Per Week Wage Wage 
(Thousands) {Cents) (Dollars) 
1948 259.7 38 . 2 $1.11 $39.71 
1947 213.8 38.3 1 . 01 39.14 
1946 191. 4 38.6 .93 35.15 
1945 171.1 40 . 4 .82 33.44 
1944 174.0 40 . 4 .76 31.16 · 
1943 186 . 9 39 . 2 .71 28.18 
1942 211.4 38.2 .65 25.25 
1941 2 16.4 37 .8 .57 2l.72 
1940 206 . 1 34 . 2 .52 17 .85 
1939 218.0 35.7 .50 17 . 83 
1938 193 .3 34.2 . 49 16.98 
1937 206 .6 36.0 .51 18.57 
1936 200 .5 35.6 .49 17.37 
1935 197 . 6 35.5 .51 17.96 
1934 199 . 7 34.9 .49 17 .22 
1933 190.8 39 . 8 .38 . 15.21 
1932 179.0 41.0 . 34 14.94 
1931 181 . 4 43 . 8 .39 17.60 
1930 191.7 40 . 3 . 47 18 .87 
1929 205 . 6 44 . 3 .49 21.63 
1928 197.1 44.3 .48 21.78 
1927 203 . 2 45.2 .38 22.26 
1926 203 . 2 44.6 .38 22.3 1 
~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wage Information Bulletin- Shoe 
Industry, 1949 • 
-
Table 6 
Percentage Distr ibution of all Plant Workers By Straight-Time Hourly 
Earnings, By Sex, United Stat es and Se l ected Regions, October 1948 
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,.--~--~ -· ----- -- --- -- .. 
United States New England Great Lakes 
All All All 
Item Worker s Men Wome n Workers Men Women Workers Men Women 
Aver age Hrly 
Tota'l Worker s 
Number 
$1.11 $1 .25 $0 . 95 $1~14 $1.28 $0 .95 $1 . 15 $1 . 37 $0 .98 
Per cent 
55,038 29,096 25,9 42 23,825 13,708 10,117 10,546 4,528 6,018 
100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100 .0 100.0 100 .0 100 . 0 100 . 0 100 .0 
Aver age Hr1y 
Earning s (Cents) 
Under 50 . 0 .1 
50.0-52.4 .6 .4 
52.5-54.9 . 1 .1 
55 . 0 - 57 . 4 .6 .3 
57.5-59 . 9 .3 .3 
60 . 0-62 . 4 3 ; 4 1.4 
62 .5-64.9 . 9 . 7 
65 . 0 -67 . 4 2.7 1 .6 
67 .~-69. 9 1 .7 .9 
70 . 0 - 72. 4 2.8 1 .5 
72.5-74.9 1 .9 1 . 1 
75 . 0 - 77 .4 4.9 3.0 
77.5-79 .9 2.4 1.2 
80.0-84 . 9 5.7 3.5 
85 . 0 - 89 . 9 6 .0 4.3 
90.0-9 4 .9 6 .0 5.1 
95.0-99.9 5 . 4 4.3 
100 . 0-104 . 9 5.3 4 . 7 
105 . 0 - 109 . 9 5.1 4.8 
110.0 -104 . 9 4 .8 4.8 
105 . 0 - 109 . 9 4 .0 4 . 1 
110.0-114 .9 3.7 4.0 
115 .0-119 . 9 3.9 4.8 
120 . 0 - 124.9 3.2 3.9 
125 . 0 - 129 . 9 3.2 5.2 
130 . 0 - 134.9 2.6 3.6 
135 . 0 - 139 . 9 2.5 3.6 
140 . 0 - 144.9 2 .6 7.4 
145 .0-149.9 2.0 5.8 
150 . 0 - 154 . 9 2.3 4.4 
155.0-159.9 2.0 3.0 
160.0-164.9 1 .7 2.8 
165.0-169.9 l.O 2. 0 
170.0-179.9 2.7 4.7 
180.0-189 . 9 1 . 6 2.9 
190.0 and over 4 .0 8.0 
.1 
.8 
.1 
. 1 .0 
. 3 
5.7 
1.2 
4.1 
2.6 
4.3 
2.8 
7.1 
3.7 
8.2 
7.9 
7.1 
6.7 
5.8 
5.3 
4 .7 
3.8 
3.3 
~ . 0 
2.3 
3.0 
2.3 
2.0 
1 .4 
1.4 
1.0 
.5 
.1 .1 
.5 .5 
.5 .1 
.5 .2 
.3 .1 
1 .6 .8 
.s .7 
3.1 1.9 
1. 6 1.2 
3.3 1.9 
2.5 1.3 
5.8 3.6 
2.1 1 .2 
5.5 1.9 
5.8 1 .3 
5.0 3.6 
5.4 1.2 
5.0 3.4 
4.4 . 4 .3 
4 .7 4.2 
3.7 4 .3 
3 . 4 5.0 
3.8 4 .4 
3.2 4.6 
3.8 3.9 
2.7 3.6 
2.7 4.4 
1.7 3.9 
1 .0 3.5 
2.7 3.6 
2 .o 3 .o 
2.5 3.2 
1 . 0 2 .o 
3 .l 5 .o 
1.9 3.1 
5.0 8.7 
. 1 
1.4 
.2 
.9 
. 6 
2.6 
.9 
4.7 
2.2 
5.1 
4 .0 
9.2 
3.3 
8.6 
8.0 
6.0 
7 . 1 
5 . 0 
4 . 4 
4 .8 
3.3 
3.0 
3.0 
2.3 
2. 1 
1.4 
1 .5 
1 .9 
1 . 1 
1 .0 
... 9 
1 .0 
.1 
. 6 
.3 
1 . 0 
1.2 .7 
. 6 . 2 
3.3 1. 1 
1.7 . 3 
2.6 1.2 
1.7 1 . 1 
2.6 1 .7 
1.7 .9 
3.9 4 . 2 
3.1 3 . 2 
7.9 3.5 
6. 6 2.7 
5.8 2. 5 
4.7 4 . 4 
4 .5 3.7 
5.2 3.3 
4.1 3.7 
3.9 4 .4 
3.6 4. 2 
3.7 4 . 1 
3. 7 4 .5 
2. 8 4.2 
2.6 9.5 
2.9 9.4 
4.9 5.5 
2.1 4 .o 
2.4 4.5 
2.4 4 . 0 
3.3 6 .8 
2.1 4.5 
5.0 19 . 0 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Wage Survey, u.s. Department of 
Octobe r 1948 c a ted January 20, 1949. 
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4.7 
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6.2 
6.0 
5.8 
4 . 4 
4 .4 
3.·4 
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3 .3 
1 .8 
1.2 
2.0 
1 .4 
1.3 
1.0 
.4 
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Labor, 
earning less than 65 cents, as compared with about nine 
per cent of the women . On the high end of the wage scale, 
over a fourth of the men were paid at least .$1 . 50 an hour, 
while less than three per cent of the women fill i n this 
br.acket . 
These differences in averag e earnings of men 
and women reflect a number of factors and not necessarily 
differences in rates of pay. The use of women in less 
skilled positions is one of the reasons fo r lower rates . 
Occupational Wage Rates 
On page 94 , there is shown the difference in rates 
for occupations in various selec ted areas. This report 
was made in October 1949 by the Bureau Labor Statistics. 
Upon analysis of this presentation the data shows 
that the highest paid men in shoe manufacturing in the 
thirte en major centers were ed ge trimmers in New York City, 
who averaged $2 . 40 per hour. Earning s fo r similar skills 
in southeast ern Pennsylvania averaged :jjil .27 per hour. 
In New York City , worker s in this occupation were eng aged 
in the manuf actu ·e of high grade women's shoes, a division 
of the industry which has a higher wage level. 
The averag e hourly earnings for men of $1 .50 pre-
vail in all but two of the thirteen centers. The two centers 
that were below this average were Missouri and Southeastern 
Pennsylvania. 
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Taore-7 
Straight-Time Average Hourly Earnings in Selected Occupa tions in 
Footwear Manufacturing, By Proces s and Wag e Ar ea, October 1949 
_.__.-! __ ..,._11111: _ _ __ ..., .. ,.. .. _,.. _ _. ... --.-----~~~~~--. ... - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - ~ -
: : Men's : Chi ldren 's :: Children's ' 
:Women's Cement Process , : Goodyear : Welt : Stitchdown 
: : Welt : : 
:Bos ton, . New York, Los : : SouthE:>astern---:--New York, 
Occupation ani sex _:Ma s s e N.Y. Missouri Angel~s : Brockton Illin_o_!s: Pennsylvania : N.Y. 
Plant Occupations, 
Men 
Assemblers for pull- $l 74 
overs, Machine • 
Bed-Machine Ope rs . 
Cutters, vamp & 
whole Shoe, hand 
Cutters , vamp & 
who 1e shoe, machine 
Edge Trimmers, mach. 
Floor Boys 
Goodyear Stitchers 
Mechanics, Maint . 
Side Lasters, mach . 
Sole attachers, cern. 
.Treers 
Vampers 
Wo od -hee 1-se at 
fitters, hand 
Wo od-hee 1-seat 
fitters, machine 
L63 
N/A 
1 . 69 
1.96 
.86 
N/A 
1.92 
1 .. 52 
1.64 
N/A 
1.67 
Plant Occupations, Women 
Fancy St itchers 1. 3 2 
Floor Girl~ . 89 
Sole attachers, cern . 
-Top St:itchers 1.,62 
Treers 
Vampers NIA 
Office Occupations, Women 
Clerks, Payroll .B4 
C 1er ks, Typists • 76 
Stenographers, general N(A 
ource: tmr eau or Laoor stat 
$1.94 
L97 
2.21 
2.04 
2.40 
.97 
... 
1.93 
2 . 17 
2.20 
1.91 
2.23 
1.90 
2.23 
N/A 
N/A 
... 
2.46 
1.76 
1.65 
1.10 
1.01 
1 .20 
$1 . 19 
1 .32 
1.35 
1.26 
1.33 
-- .82 
1.31 
1.30 
1.05 
1.32 
-
1.15 
1.09 
.87 
.81 
.. 
.90 
1.03 
.93 
.86 
.68 
.88 
sties--Wage survey, 
$N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
1.83 
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1.03 
• .. 
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• 
.. 
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.. 
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• 
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• 
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N/A 
N/A 
• 
• . 
-• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
1.63 : 1.17 
1.11 : • 88 
1.22 : ... 
1.67 :: 1.12 
N/A : ;.. 
N/A :: 1 . 37 
1.22 : .81 
N/ A : .71 
N/A : .85 
rr~-s~-Department 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
~ 
.. 
• 
• $1.69 : $1 . 05 
1.73 
1.76 
1 . 60 
1.77 
.84 
1 .60 
L47 
1.51 
... 
... 
1.04 
• 91 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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• 
.. 
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.. 
.. 
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1.15 
1.00 
1.09 
1.27 
.78 
1.09 
1.10 
1.05 
1.00 
.96 
.94 
.81 
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1.10 : . 81 
1.22 •• • 95 
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1.87 
1 . 48 
1 .00 co 
1.41 ~ 
1 . 09 
N/A 
1 . 16 
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Occupational average of women workers, who were 
employed in less skilled jobs, exceeded $1 .50 per hour only 
in Boston , Los Angeles , and New York. The highest paid in 
most areas were top stitchers who averaged as much as $2 .46 
per hour in New York City and as low as ninty cents in 
Missouri except in St. Louis. 
In considering the office occupations which are 
handled by women, we find that Maine pays as low as 74 cents 
while Los Angeles pays $1 .22 per hour. This difference is 
due to the supply of Clerical workers i n· al J probability. 
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B. 
Factors Effe cting Employees Earning s 
Size of Estaolishment 
In a survey made in 1946 in relation to wa~e rate 
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as effected oy size of company, The Bureau of Laoor Statistics 
found that size influenc e d earnings . This information shows 
that large companies do have a decided advantage over smaller 
companies. 
In plants with eight tb 250 employees, they fo u nd 
larger average earning s than larger factories. However, there 
was more uniformity of women's than men's earnings among the 
estab lishments. In most occupations women differed less than 
ten per cent . In small f actories men's earnings varied from 
two to 55 per cent than those in larg er estaolishments for 
selected occupations . (1) 
Location 
The greatest concentration of employment and the 
highest rate for men were found in estaolishments located 
in cities with one hundred thousand or more persons . However, 
more women were employed in small cities with less t han 25 
t i·1ousand persons. (2) 
'ae;e Payment Plan 
The method of wag e payment in the shoe industry is 
decidedly on a piece rate basis. I n approximately 85 per cent 
of shoe manufacturing plants, this is the situation . (3) 
(1 ) Bureau of Labor Statistics, ":F'ootwearn, Series 2, U.s. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C., 1946, p 7. 
( 2) Ibid • 
(3) Standard and Poors Report, "Leather and Shoes", N. Y.,N .Y., 
February 16, 1950, p 4. 
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In general, workers employed in plants on a 
piece rate basis enjoy higher earnings than employees in 
plants on time basis . This advantage is characteristic of 
piece rate plans. 
Vacations 
It is a general practice of the companies in the 
industry to grant vacations after one year of service. The 
number of days ranges from four to twelve days according to 
surveys d a ted October 1949 for selected areas made by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Sick leave is rarely granted 
emp loye e s. (1) 
(1) Bu:J;> eau of Labor St a tistics, ••wage Surveyn, Boston, Ma ss., 
October, 1949. 
Bur eau of LAbor Statistics, ''Footwear", Series 2, U.S~ 
Departme nt of Labor, Washing ton, D.C., 1946, p 10 .. 
VII 
Consumption, Distribution, an:i Foreign Trade Data 
A. 
Consumpti on 
Per Capita 
In the two decades prior to 1939, per capita 1 con-
sumption rose, reflecting a mmiber of factors. The growth 
in population increased the demand for shoos. In addition, 
the frequent changes in tre styles of v.orren's shoes created 
a desire for different shoes for various s ocia l functions. 
During the years following 1939, the per capita 
consumption of shoe s rose to a point of 3. 45 pairs. HCNI ever , 
after reaching this :r;e ak in 1942, there was a dec line unti 1 
1945 due to war tl me rationing • 
. 
In 1946 the per capita consumption rose to an 
all time high of 3.70 pairs. This sharp increase whicP. 
fo llov1 ed the su s:r;e nsf.. on of rationing resulted from the lack 
of suff icient supplies during the war years. Thel'efo:re, in 
viewing tre 1947 results, we find that the per capita con-
sumption declined to 3.20 pairs. Th3 trends of per capita 
consumption are shown in tabular form on page lCO. 
Since we have considered the per capita .consumption 
for the United States, let us briefly observe the trends of 
women *s and men's shoes in rel.B.tion to there per capita stand ... 
ing. This analysis will indicate the particular situation en ... 
countered by a rm nufac turer in satisfying his trade whether 
rre n or women • 
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Table 8 
U.s. Per Capita Consumption of Leather 
Shoes 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - -
Year Women's Men Total 
1947 3.93 2.04 3.20 
1946 4.50 2.01 3.70 
1945 2.45 1.35 .3.20 
1944 2.89 1.55 3.10 
1943 3.41 1.8'7 3.38 
1942 3.79 2.10 3.45 
1941 3.71 2.2 1 3.43 
1940 3.61 2.01 3.0'7 
1939 3.58 2.03 3.09 
1938 3.64 2.07 3.12 
1937 3.72 2.17 3.23 
1936 3.52 2.17 3.14 
1935 3.27 2.07 2.95 
1934 3.13 1.98 2.82 
1933 2.91 1.87 2.68 
1932 2.80 1.71 2.57 
1931 2.80 1.75 2.54 
1930 3.02 1.95 2.74 
1929 3.21 2.12 2.93 
1928 3.03 2.16 2.87 
... - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
... -
Source: Leather ar:rl Shoe Blue Book of the 
Shoe Ir:rlus try, Rumph Publishing Co., 
Chicago, 1948. 
In reviewing tbe trend indicated in the table 
on page 100 , we find that wone n' s ~r capital co nsu mpti on 
remaimd constantly above 3.50 pairs sire e 1936 with the 
exception of the war years. Ho.vever, after the cessation 
of hostilities arrl rationing, the availab le supply of styles 
increased, and thus the per capita consumption rose to an 
all time high of 4.50 pairs in 1946. However, 1947 shewed 
a dec line to 3. 93 pair s due t o the decrease in deme.nd bee aus e 
shortages were eliminated, and siroe tre increase in pr-ices 
lessened the urge_ncy to purchase shoes. { 1) 
In considering tile position of men's footwear, we 
find the trenc'l of per capita consunipti on rather stagmn t . 
Since 1935 tre per capita figure has averaged about two pa:irs. 
In order to remedy 1h is situation, marmfac turers are attempt-
ing to stimulate the demand for greater styles inmen's shoes. 
The are accomplishing this objective by tie-ir.g in with the 
trend for i rn rea sed demand of sport swear. ( 2) 
Ex~ nditures for Shoes 
On page 102 tre re is a tabular pr-esentation of the 
nati ona 1 income ard the amount expended for shoe s and other 
footwear fer a twenty ye sr period. An analysis of tre se re-
la tionships wi 11 reveal the characteristic of the irrlustry, 
tmt expenditures for shoes will fluctuate with the total 
na tiona1 income. 
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( l) Starrlard and Poors Report, ttLeather and Shoes", N.Y. ,N.Ya, 
February 1 6, 1950, p 4. 
{2) Ibid, p 4 . 
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Table 9 
Nations 1 Income and Expenditures for Shoes 
(Millions of DollB.rs) 
- - - - ... - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - ... - - 8' - .. - -
Year 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
1943 
1942 
1941 
1940 
1939 
1938 
193'7 
1936 
1935 
1934 
1933 
1932 
1931 
1930 
1929 
Nationa l Income 
$202,600 
1'78,204 
182,208 
160,'700 
14'7,92'7 
121,568 
96,85'7 
'7'7,5'74 
'70,829 
64,200 
'71, 513 
64,924 
55,'719 
49,455 
42,322 
39,963 
54,479 
68,858 
83,326 
Expe nditure fo r 
Shoe s & Other Foo t wear 
$3,000 
2,832 
2,293 
1,902 
1,898 
1 ,851 
1,481 
1,263 
1,219 
1,244 
1,266 
1,202 
1 ,100 
1,065 
958 
1,038 
1,208 
1,364 
1,631 
- - - - - - - - ~ - -
Sour ce: Lea t her an:i Shoe Blue Bookof the Shoe Industry, 
Rumph Pub l ishing Co., Chicago, 1948, p 7 65 . 
Upon observing this table on page 102, the correla-
tion of ir:creased national income and expenditures for shoes 
is readily apparent. During the years 1933 to 193'7, there 
is a constant imrease in income which is accom:t:enied by 
i nc reased ex);:e nditur es. However, in 1938 the dec line in 
income is also accompanied by a decline in expenditures. 
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After 1938 the trend of increased income once again is followed 
by increased expe nditnres for shre s . 
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B. 
Sales 
United States 
Sales in the shoe industry have been constantly 
risirg with the irorease in population and national income. 
Shoe sales reaction to these factors corroborates the general 
statements made earlier in fuis report regarding these two 
. . 
factors. Tbe trem of shoe sales is shewn on page 105. 
Upon analyz.ing this trend we find that the risebas 
been rather pronounced . In the year 1939, we observe that sales 
totaled only a 1 itt le over a half a million dollar sf In 1944, 
with the increase in govermrent orders and the sharp imrease 
in national income, analysis shows an imrease in sales by 
40 per cent . 
Further analysis from 1945 until 1948 shows a con-
stant increase pr>esent. Generally, the sales will continue to 
hold there own as long as style remains an important factor, 
an:l income remains fairly high. However, lower nationa 1 income 
will still give shoe manufacturers their usual share of this 
im orne. 
Sales £:l States 
Upon analyzirg the distribution of sales by states 
as shown on page 106, it is interestirg to note the leadir:g 
states . Further consideration of the sales CNer a period of' 
years will show that the sales for these leroir:g states remain 
SBle s ln 
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Table 10 
]{~ 
DISTRIBUTION OF SHOiil SALES BY STATES 
1933 . Percent 1935 Percent 1939 Percent . 1944 Percent 
Saba in of u.s. Sales in of u.s . Sales in of u.s. Sales in of U.S. 
St~&tea 000°s Total 000 1& Total 000'• Total 000 1 a Total 
Alabama $ 3,150 o. 7 $ 4,o67 0.8 .$ 5,418 0.9 $ 21,4llo 2. 0 
Arizona 621 0.1 868 0.2· 1,301 0.2 4,289 0.4 
Arkaneae 1,541 0.4 2,25!1" 0.4 3,277 0.5 11,796 1,1 
California. 27,652 6.5 36,827 7.2 45,042 7-3 66,478 6. 2 
Colorado 2,564 0.6 2,666 0.5 3.355 o.6 9,650 0,9 
Connecticut 7,898 1.9 9,324 1.8 11,091 1.8 12,867 1, 2 
Delaware 909 0.2 1,173 0.2 1,508 0.2 2,144 0.2 
District of Columbia 4.97? 1.2 6,485 1.3 7,620 1.2 8,578 0.8 
:r1orida 3.275 0.8 4,838 1.0 8,293 1.3 16 ,083 1.5 
Georgia 4,947 1.2 6,764 1.3 7,827 1.3 28,9119 2.7 
Idaho 4ol o.1 488 0,1 1,020 0.2 3, 217 0.3 
Illinois 31,352 7.4 33,106 6.5 44,215 7.2 69,693 6.5 
Indiana 9,860 2.3 12,817 2.5 16,178 2.6 26,805 2.5 
Iowa 7.373 1.7 8,498 1.7 10,336 1.7 16,083 1.5 Kan~ae 3.463 0,8 4,292 0.8 5,116 0.8 10,722 1.0 
Kentuclcy 4,146 1,0 4,736 0.9 6,177 . 1.0 18,228 1.7 
Louisiana 4,839 1.1 6,195 1.2 7.671 1.2 19,300 1.8 
Maine 2,965 0.7 3,290 0.6 3,586 0.6 6,433 0 .6 
Mar7land 5,833 1.4 6 .455 1.3 1,907 1,3 17,155 1.6 Mauachuaetts 22,026 5. 2 25·. 723 5.0 32;531 5.3 38,599 3.6 
Michigan 16,9o6 4.0 23 ,899 4. 7 27,326 4.4 38,599 3.6 Minnesota 7,275 1. 7 7,824 1.5 9,508 1.5 21,444 2.0 
Miasiaeippi 1 ,096 0.3 1,567 0 .3 2,069 o.a 1a,939 1.3 Missouri 11 ,311 2.7 13,267 2.6 14,769 2. 3 ~310 3.2 Montana 807 0. 2 1,274 0.2 1 ,339 0.2 3 ,217 0.3 
Nebraska 2,747 0.6 3.452 0.7 ~.062 0.7 8,578 0.8 Nevada . 180 0.1 281 0.1 4o6 0.1 1,072 0 .1 New Hampshire 1,674 0.4 1 ,937 0_4. 2,516 0.4 3;217 0.3 New Jerse7 19,272 4.5 22,042 4.3 27 ,318 4,4 30 ,022 2.8 New Mexico 172 0.1 474 0.1 841 0.1 5.361 0 .5 
New York 87,14o 20 .5 99,298 19.4 108,594 17.6 109,364 10.2 North Carolina 4,141 1.0 5.335 1.0 6 ,988 1.1 27,877 2 .6 North Dakota 703 0.2 859 0.2 864 0,1 4,289 o.4 Ohi o 28,487 6.7 34 ,85-9 6.8 39.953 6.5 53,610 5.0 Oklahoma 3,479 0,8 4 ,190 0.8 5.355 0 ,9 16,083 1.5 
Oregon 2,099 0.5 3.095 0.6 . 3,688 o.6 , 10,722 1 .0 Pennsy'lvania 39,420 9.3 46 ,931 9.2 ·56.449 9.1 80,415 7.5 Rhode I Bland 4,018 0,9 4,483 0.9 5,496 0.9 5,lli 0.5 South Carolina 1;921 0.4 2,335 0.5 3,033 0.5 21, 2.0 South Dakota 788 0.2 1,023 0.2 1,111 0.2 3,217 0.3 
Tennessee 4,346 1. 0 6,107 1.2 7.930 1.3 27,877 2.6 Texas 10,961 2.6 13 ,!!94 2.7 19,320 3. 1 55.754 5.2 Utah 1 ,004 0,2 1,410 0,3 2,044 0.3 5.361 0.5 Vermont 916 0. 2 1,151 0.2 1,227 0.2 2 ,144 0.2 Virginia 5,333 1.2 6,580 1 .• 3 S,o66 1.3 21,444 2,0 
Washington 4 ,747 1.1 6 ,260 1,2 7,766 1.3 16,083 1.5 Weet Virginia 3,320 0. 8 3 ,852 O·.!l 5,256 0.9 18,227 1. 7 Wieconein 10,291 2,4 12,479 2.4 13,901 2.3 22,516 2.1 w,.oming 251 0.1 371 o;1 4oo 0.1 2 ,144 0.2 
Total U.S . Sales 424,592 100.0 511,399 100.0 617,064 100.0 1,072,200 ·1oo . o 
Source: 19aa, 1935 and 1939 from Bureau of Census, Department of Commerce . 
19 estimated from shoe rationing data. 
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on a high leve 1. 
In 1933, the State of New York ranked first in sales 
having accounted for 20.5 per cent of the total sales for the 
United States. Pennsylvania remained second with 9.3 per cent, 
Illinois third with 7.4 per cent, Ohio fourth with 6.7 per cent, 
California fifth with 6.5 per cent, and Massachusetts sixth with 
5.2 per cent. 
In the year 1935, New York still held first position 
although volume declined to 19.4 per cent. Pennsylvania re-
mained in second position but also had a decline in volume to 
9.2 per cent. California moved into third position with an 
increase in volume to 7.2 per cent. However, Ohio remained 
fourth with an increase to 6.8 per cent although Illinois 
dropped to fifth with a decline to 6.5 per cent. Massachusetts 
still held sixth position with a decline to 50 per cent •. 
In 1939, New York remained the leader but dropped in 
sales volume once again to 17.6 per cent. Pennsylvania remained 
second but witnessed a decline to 9.1 per cent while California 
held third with an increase in volume to 7.3 per cent. Illinois 
rose to fourth posit ion with an increase to 7.2 per cent while 
Ohio dropped to fifth with a decline to 6.5 per cent. Nevertheless, 
Ivlassachusett s remained sixth with an increase over both years to 
5.3 per cent. 
Finally, in considering 1944 since this is the latest 
year with information available regarding sales break-down by 
states, we find New York still leading although sales declined 
to 10.2 per cent. Pennsylvania still remaired secorrl. with 
a decline to 7.5 per cent while Illinois moved into third 
plBc e with a decline to 6.5 per cent. California dropped 
to forth place with a decline to 6.5 per eel±, and Texas 
moved into fifth with 5.2 per cent. Ohio dropped to sixth 
with a decline to 5 per cent while Massachusetts dropped 
be lCNJ tte six leading states. 
Tre decline of sales in these leading states arrl 
the change in leadership positions were effected by war tirr.e 
regulations at this time. In addition . to rationing, we firrl 
that those people who entered tre armed forces reduced too 
civilian demard somewhat. 
From the stand point of analysi s, hCNJ ever, it is 
important for prodlc ers to know just where the higpest 
an:l greatest dermrrl s lie . Possession of this information 
would definitely ass1$t in consideri:r:g a location for a 
plant. 
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c. 
Channels of Distribution 
The distributi on and merchandising policies used 
in the indus try are sound. About half of the total ou t put 
is distributed directly by retail outlets of manufacturers, 
about 20 per cent i s accounted for by producer's own whole-
sa le branches, anda quarter is handled by independent 
dis tributors. (1) 
It is important to mention that these chain store 
outlets handle primarily the cheap and medium price lines. 
The :r'efore, these nat ion-wid e merchandising organizations exert 
a dominant influenc e on setting retai l prices. 
On page 110 the r etail sales for all reta i l stores 
is present ed in tabula r form. The re tai l shoe sales of chain 
stores and mail order houses are shown on page 111 . 
Upon analyzing these tables for se l ected years, 
we find that retail shoe sales in all retail stores doubled 
tho se in chain stores for the year s 1944 and 1948 . I n 1939, 
they just fell short of doubling sales . Therefore , although 
chains and mail order houses are important, the general re tai l 
stores cannot be overloo k ed. 
Further analysis will show the peak periods which 
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result in inc reased demand for shoes. These periods come during 
the Spring and Fall se asons . In examining these tables of sales 
(l) Starrlard and Poors Report, ''Leather and Shoes'•, N.Y., N.Y., 
FebruRry 16 , 1950, p 3. 
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Table 10 
Retai l Shoe Sales in All Retai l Stores 
- (Millions of Dollar s) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - --
Year 1948 194'7 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 1939 
January 100 9'7 90 79 69 '72 62 42 35 34 
Februa ry 90 88 90 '72 59 71 50 38 34 32 
March 154 130 116 117 83 78 '77 55 60 52 
April 128 13'7 139 79 104 105 91 7 8 50 62 
May 137 138 119 90 96 84 87 76 63 59 
June 138 131 132 101 90 120 84 66 64 58 
Ju ly 114 106 100 86 79 65 70 55 44 42 
August 103 110 127 99 75 64 7 4 60 48 42 
Septe mber 142 143 130 106 94 91 93 72 58 61 
Octob er 135 139 134 108 90 95 103 70 57 55 
Nov embe:r• 121 131 127 119 99 82 80 63 55 49 
December 1 '7 4 174 158 136 126 106 112 92 72 71 
Average 
Monthly 128 127 122 99 89 86 82 64 53 51 
- - - - - - - -
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - -
Source: Shoe and Leathe r Reporter, Volume 256, Boston, Massa chusetts, 
December 31, 1949' p 26. 
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Table 11 
Retail Shoe Sales Chain Stores arrl Mai 1 Order Houses {Millions of Dollars) 
- - - - - - """ - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Year 1948 194'7 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 1939 
January 46 46 41 35 33 36 32 22 18 1'7 
February 44 41 43 33 28 34 29 21 19 1'7 
March '78 62 53 55 40 38 43 30 35 29 
Apri 1 65 69 68 3'7 52 53 51 45 27 36 
May '70 68 57 44 48 39 48 44 35 34 
June '72 68 65 51 46 56 4'7 38 37 34 
July 60 53 50 42 38 31 37 29 23 22 
Augus t 53 55 59 45 35 30 38 32 26 22 
September 72 72 60 49 4 5 43 50 40 34 35 
October 69 '71 63 50 42 45 55 40 33 30 
November 63 67 63 58 46 39 42 35 31 27 
December 98 96 84 69 64 50 62 54 42 41 
Average 
Monthly 66 64 59 4'7 43 42 44. 36 30 29 
- - - -- .. - - .... - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- ... ~ ~ 
Source: Shoe and Leather Reporter, Volume 256, Boston, Massachusetts, 
December 31, 1949, p 26. 
it can be observed the.t sales increase in March and again 
in September. Of course this increase is not continuous 
throughout · the periods following as shewn by the monthly 
totals . 
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D. 
~e:ign Trade 
Tre fer eign trade of this imus try is of litt I.e 
importance. In nor llYil 1 time s imports total less than 1 
per cent of the value of our production while exports rarge 
from 1 to 2 pe r c ent .. 
Tm rna or ty pe shoes imported are tmn 1 s McKay welt , 
boyts McKay welt, arrl wonan 1 s welt. Tre main types exported 
are men's welt and wonan's and misses' cement. (1) 
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Imports of shoe s come mob'"t ly from European countries, 
pri ncipally from the terr1.tory known as Czechoslovakia . Mexico 
ranks seco rrl in importance. Of course, these imported shoes 
are mainly lowei' price wear, alt."t).ough oorre better quality 
footwear is imported. (2) 
Tre lower priced s.11.oe s are, for the most part, 
llYilde by t!.l:l process in which the outer sole is attached 
by a c erte nt • In addition, small quantities of women's and 
misses' stitchdown an:! nailed Sn.oes are received in t.l].e 
Unit ed States. 
United states exports go ch:iefly to the United 
Kingdom, Mexico , am Cuba . (3) 
( 1 ) Shoe and Leather Reporter, ''Imports and Exports'!, Volume 256, 
Boston, Mass., December 31, 1949, p 37. _ 
(2) U.S. Department of Commerce, nu.s. Imports for Consumption 
of Merchandise", FT110, Washington, D.c., March 1949, p 30. 
{3) u.s. Department of Commerce, "U.s. Exports of Domestic and 
Foreign Marchand ise n, FT410, Washington, D.C., March 1949, p23 .. 
VIII 
Finam e 
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A. 
Genera 1 Character is t ics 
In as much as tre largest portion of machinery 
used in the manufacture of sh ce s can be lea sed, it is poss :1b 1e 
to enter the shoe rmnufacturir.g business with relativel y small 
capita l investment. T:te units with a large capital investnent, 
hON ever , usually are the most successful since manufacturing 
is highly standardized in most branches of the industry, brand 
neme s are well established, and merchandising costs are heavy . 
On the other hmd , the small manufacturer can com-
p3 te profit ably in wore n ' s hi@:l.er priced shoe lines sine e 
t hese shoes are not standard items, and therefore, lroor costs 
add a large proportion to the total cost. Tre small manu -
facturer bas this advantage in as much as his pro due ti on is 
more flexib 1e t.f'la n that of the large pro due er • In ad::l iti on, 
manufacture to smaller lot sizes is permissable. ( 1) 
Earnings are relatively stable due to · the sound 
merchandising policies and flexible cost position maintained 
by leadirg companies . HC7Never, the ele1rent of style and hide 
prices must be carefully considered in connection with the 
position l'l!lintained. Nevertheless, the return on investment 
over the long ... term pull has been satisfactory. (2) 
{ 1) 
( 2) 
Standard and Poor s Report, "Shoe an:l Leather Industry'•, N.Y., 
N.Y 81 November 1946, p 4. 
Standard and Poors Report, "Leather and Shoesu, New York , N.Y., 
February 16, 1950, p 5 . 
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B. 
Data on Leading Companies 
On page 117 there is a compar at iv e ear nirg s and 
balance sheet statem:mt for three leading companies. In 
regard to th3 se companies, and generally to six other companies 
studied, there was no funded debt . (1) 
Tbe analysis of the staten:en t for the years 1942 
unti 1 1948 shows ver y significant trends regarding sales 
and net income . In 1948 we find that sale s exceeded those 
in 1942 by 60 per cent. Fur tilermore, mt income incre ased 
70 per cent although 15 per cent lower than tl:lat shown for 
1947 . This occurreme was accounted for by t.1e decrease in 
prices of shoes which (Nercan:e buyirg resistance alt.'l1.ough the 
ret income was reduced. 
In addition, it is interesting to note the trerrl of 
iro reasing total assets . This undoubtedly rEflects a strorger 
position maintained by the companies thereby protecting t."I-J.em -
selves financially, arrl increasing their inv e strrent . value to 
tbe investmEnt publ:ic • 
In regard to investm9nt statistics, we find that the 
price ranges far conmon stocks were from a high of $40 to a 
low of $20 per share . Too per sha re earnings fa.• 1949 were 
high, and dividends declared on the conmon stock ranged from a 
5 to 8 per cent ret1.lr'n on capital invesbnent. In view of 
these conditions, Stmd ard and Poor's rates stocks of shoe 
(1) Stand ard and Poors, »Leather and Shoes", N.Y.,N.Y., 
Februa ry 16, 1950, p 9. 
Year 
1948 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
1943 
1942 
Table 12 
THREE moE MANUFACTURERS 
Compara t ive Earnings and Balance Sheet Statis tics 
Seven Years (Millions of Dollars) 
Total 
Net Sales Net Income Tot al Assets Curr. Assets 
$311.0 $7 . 48 $142.7 $115.6 
295 . 3 8.75 127.7 103 .7 
22 1.3 8.31 107 .9 91 . 5 
217 . 3 6 .00 95.5 80. 8 
193.2 4.07 87.4 71.7 
189.3 4 .29 86.5 70.2 
185.2 4 .31 86.9 69.7 
Total Inven-
Curr. Liab. tories 
--
$29.5 $70.8 
27.0 62.4 
16 . 8 43.3 
17 .2 28.2 
15.3 34.1 
14 . 8 22.5 
18.1 37.5 
~-- - - - ---tllllt ----- ------- - --"! --- ----- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ 
Source: standard and Poors Report, "Leather and Shoes" , New York, N.Y., February 16 , 1950, 
p 9. 
1-' 
1-' 
......, 
companies as semi-investrrent quality. (1) 
(l) st~mda1,d anr'l Poor s Report, "Leather and Shoes", New Yorkt 
N.Y., February 16, 1950, p 15. 
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Rates of Return on Cap ital Investment 
On page 121 there is a tabular presentation of 
the trends of rates of return on capital investme nt in 
relE.tion to capital assets for three leadine; shoe manufactur -
e rs and three stee 1 producing c ompan ie s. These compm ie s 
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were selected chiefly for the purpose of obtaining geogrephical 
representativeness of the oata for comparative purposes. Further -
more, steel companies were s elected since steel is · a basic 
industry as is the shoe industry. 
Shoe Compan ies 
Upon analyzing the shoe companies data nn page 118, 
we find that International Shoe maintained a rate which fluc-
tuated in range from 6 to 8 per cent disregarding the present 
incre a se to 12 per cent. 
The second shoe company, Endicott -Johnson, experienced 
slight fluctuations for the years presented. However, tus 
fluctuation was within the range of 4 to 4} per cent . 
Finally, the Brown Shoe Company has maintained a 
range between 4 and 8 per cent. This company also shows a 
sharp increase for the year 1948 as do the other t wo shoe 
comp Bnie s. 
Steel Companies 
The data presented on tbe steel companies on page 1 2 1 
shows first of all t he condition of U.s. Steel . In this particular 
case we find that the r e is a fluctuation of the rate of return 
which ranges from 3 to 5 per cent. 
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Jones and Laughlin Company show a range of 2 to 6 per 
ce nt . However, it is well t o note that since a decl ine i n r a te 
in 1943 and 1944, the trend of the rat e has been rising to t he 
he gh t of 8 .21 per · cEnt a t present . 
In the case of Bethlehem Steel Company, we find a 
steadily rising trend since 1942 which has ranged from 2~ to 8 
per cent. This situation is comparable to the other ste~l 
companies e xcept for slight d rops in the course of the trend 
y ears . 
Summary 
Upon viewing the average s for both types o f producer , 
we find that the shoe indu s try ha s bee n on th e upward side sinc e 
1944 having dropped to 4.85 per c e nt from 5.56 pe r cent in 19 43 
Likewi se , in t he case of the st eel produc ers , we find th&.t a 
steadily rising trend has been experienced since 1944 when it 
dropped to 3.01 per cent from 3 08 per cent in 1943 . 
Furthe rmore, upon consid e ring the individua l company 
trends, we find without any question that a1 though the rates of 
return fl uc tuate some what , the re is no evidence of a downw rd 
t ... end .. Therefore , the shoe indus try, i n v i ew of these findings 
is maintaining aver age return from capital invested, and t he 
shoe companie s are witnessing s i milar rate fluctuations as are 
stee 1 pr o _,uci ng companies. 
Table 14 
Trend. of Rate of Return on Capital Investmen:t of Three Shoe Manufacturing 
Companies and Three Stee 1 Producing Companies for the years 1941 to 1948 
( As s et s to New I ncoine in Per Cent ) 
International Endicott~ Brown Shoe Average u.s. Jones & Laughlin Bethlehem·steel Average 
Year Shoe Company_ Johnson Corp. Co., Inc. Stee 1 Stee 1 Inc. Corporation 
-
1948 11.73 4.38 8.31 8.14 5.11 8.21 8.78 7.36 
1947 12.88 3.97 8 .09 8.31 5.88 6.56 5.38 5.94 
1946 5.91 3.86 9.62 6. 46 4.42 3.87 4.81 4 .36 
1945 6.27 3.95 3.59 4.61 3.07 2.93 3e97 3.32 
1944 6.56 4.18 3.80 4.85 2.92 2.63 3.50 3.01 
1943 7.58 4 .27 4.84 5.56 3.01 3.17 3.07 3.08 
1942 8.04 4 . 29 4.47 5.60 3.38 3.39 2.55 3.11 
1941 8.20 4. 76 5. 16 6.04 5.68 6.00 3.99 5.22 
-------------------- - -- ----~--
Sources~ Standard and Poors Report, "Leather and Shoes", New York, N.Y., February 16, 1950, p . 9. 
Standard and Poors Report, "stee 1 and Iron", New York, N.Y., June 16 1 19 49, pp 16, 17, 18 • 
..... 
1V 
..... 
D. 
Regression Analysis 
Manufacturers of footwear are interested in the 
break-even point, that is the point at wh:ich they conmence 
to make a profit • There fore , they are interested in the 
point at whidl expenses are covered with sales at a certain 
le ve 1 . 
In order to i llus trat e this point, on J;ag e 123. 
there is a graph constructed which contains sales, operating 
expenses, and fixed ch~:rge data of seven shoe manufacturing 
companies. Tre break-even point is shown at the point wher e 
the sales and ex:t:enses converge . Thus, the ove1•all relation-
ship of the se segment s is apparent • 
Upon analyzing this statistical pre sert at ion, 'M:l 
can cb serve that there 1 s a cluster of sales and operating 
expense .Points about their respective trem lines as drawn 
on the graph . Tre cluster of these points indicates that 
operating expenses are consistent with tre volume of sales, 
that is no erratic fluctuations are present . 
Furthermore, it can be observed that fixed c_h.arges 
are low. This corrl.ition is ch~:racter istic of the in:lustry 
since interest on bonded indebtedness and other loans is·' low . 
This fact is due to the limited capi tal requirement necessary 
to ant er the imuetry. 
Finally, the break-even point i s rather high due to 
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Char t 5 
REGRESS ION ANALYSIS 
OF SEVEN SHOE IV:FG. COMPANIES I•'ROIVI 1939 TO 1945 
SHOWING RELATION OF SPLES , OPERATING EXPENSES, PIXED CHARGES 
Millions of Dollars 
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tre costs of raw materials, la bar, an:l renta ls paid for 
machinery. It has been mentioned elsewhere in this report 
tha t labor costs were higp due to piece rate plans am 
machinery costs due to rental plans. Trerefo:re, it is 
e.xpe cted that these e.xpe nses will vary directly with pro due tion. 
A presentation of the data used to construct this 
graph is pro e sent ed be l<YN • 
(X) (Y) (XY) (X2) 
Sales Oper at i :r.g Expenses 
(000) (000) 
165 148 24 ,420 27,22 5 
187 168 31,416 34,969 
196 178 34,888 38,416 
205 186 38' 130 42,025 
222 199 44,178 49 ,2'34 
193 181 34,933 37 , 249 
2 12 195 41,340 44 '944 
T3SO 12'55 249 ,!3()5 275,367 
303 w 7 • 43 • 2 ...... Squa re roo t of 43 • 2 is 6 • 57 
lS equa l to 6.6 
2S equ a1 to 13 .2 
3S equa 1 to 19 .8 
(Y) (D) 
Computed 
160 - 12 
173 
-5 
178 0 
183 3 
193 6 
176 5 
187 8 
(D2) 
144 
25 
0 
9 
36 
25 
64 
'303 
~. 
Failures 
As previously mentioned in this repcrt, the shoe 
rna nuf ac turing industry has many kim s of plaIt s. Mass pro ... 
duct ion methods hare made great stride in the 1 ow -cost nBn' s 
shoe field , but it has been limited due to tile rapid style 
changes in worren's shoes. This accounts for the fact that 
rna ss productio n has rermired small in a whole sector of the 
1m us try • ( 1) 
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Al "though machine cost s have been equalized, oo tre srna 11 er 
firms have found it difficult in meeting minimum royalty charges 
when not fully operati:qs. ~refore, mmy have failed because 
of this squeeze . 
However , the small amount of capita l requ:ired to 
start encour!:ges those unsuccessfu l in ore · locality to try 
~:gain in another urrler a different name. Tm se minimum re-
qu:irements have been explaired in other sections of this repor t . 
Upon analyzi~ the list of failures on page 126, 
we cannot detect any trem Whatsoever. However, Vlhen econ-
omic cond tions are adverse there are usually more failures . 
Am lysis will ::how that the failures remai re.d in the range 
of 30 to 40 up to the WBI' years. Of course, duri rg the war 
years trere were few failures since governmenta l contracts 
am civilian demand provided sU fficien t orders for all man-
ufacturers . In 1941 we fin:l the total back to 31. 
Year 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
1943 
1942 
1941 
1940 
1939 
1938 
1937 
1936 
1935 
1934 
1933 
1932 
1931 
1930 
1929 
1928 
1927 
- - ... -
Source: 
Ts.ble 15 
Failures in the Shoe Trade 
Manufacturers 
(Millions of Dollars) 
- ---- ------ ..... -~ ..... ~ """' ... ~ .. 
Number Liabilities 
31 $2,171 
2 200 
3 219 
0 
-0-
2 55 
10 250 
26 1,802 
59 1,442 
47 2,530 
36 961 
36 1,351 
36 1,680 
51 1,654 
52 1,880 
38 1,987 
71 9,344 
67 2,075 
38 1,843 
31 2,622 
54 5,361 
72 5,027 
----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
... 
Leather am Shoe Blue Book of the Shoe Imustry , 
Rumph Publishing Co., Chicago, 1948. 
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IX 
Outlook 
A. 
Inm. ediat e Future 
Production 
The pro duet ion of the shoo irrlust ry leveled off 
2.fter gaps left by rationing were filled at manufactur ir.g, 
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retail, and consumer levels during 1947. Ho.vever, the average 
pr odl.c tion for these thr'ee years was 465 million pairs annually. 
Tre production for 1950 is not expected to change a:ppreciably, 
and at the sane tinB , m w nl3thods of sellir:g specific types of 
footwear are to be used. 
Men' s Dress Shoes 
Tm decline in production for 1949 was attributed 
to: 
(1) Popularity of heavy shoes which are virtually 
indes tructtb le; am 
(2) Tre tendency for men to wear the sane types of 
shoes duri ng t..'rle y;e ar • 
Ha.v ever, with 1he treni toward lighter weight shoes, 
and the efforts of the iniustry to promote seasonality in the 
men' s shoe busine ss, it is hoped that 1950 will show an improv-
ment in sale and consumption of men's footwear. 
Wome n2 Dress Shoe s 
In spite of a 1.3 per cent increase in production · 
of casuals, wonan's dress shoe production only fell abcut 2 
per cent. Although it may be felt that this irorease in casuals 
will replace dress shoes, it is important to point out that they 
totaled 4 million pairs more than the decrease in wonen's shoe sales. 
Therefore, it is generally believed that this rather stable 
position will be rm intained in 1950. 
Misses 1 and Children's Shoes 
Although production decreased to abrut 7 per cent, 
it is believed that the decrease has reduced inventories that 
much. Tmrefare, since it is felt that this type has main-
tained it s pos:tt 1 on~ pro duct ion an:1 sa ]e s for 1950 vd.ll ~ow 
an improvem nt over 1949. ( 1) 
Raw Materials 
The cuiTent strength of hides and leather markets 
is ex~cted to be rmintained. The cattlehide and calf 
slaughter total are expected to equa 1 those of 1949 • In 
addition, an i:mrease of imports is forecast dueto devalua-
tion of currency. Tm1•efore, the total material available 
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should exceed that of last year and reduce pr-ices somewhat. (2) 
Sales 
The sales outlook is generally favorable with certain 
promotions to stimulate increasEd sales. These stimulants are 
pr'omotion of seasonality in men's Ehoes and greater emphasis 
on oomfort. 
Average pr lees of shoes which have re lrl at the factory 
$3.35 to $3.70 per pair, may change either as a result of general 
increases or decreases on individual types of shoes, or increa se 
or decrease in quantities available . Hem ever, in view of a 
( 1) 
. ( 2) 
Shoe and Leather Re porter , "Ouflook for the Shoe Industry", 
Volume 256, Boston, Mass., December 31, 1949, p 21 • 
Ibid , pp 21-22. 
tight supply and the stability of labor costs, the price 
out look will remain substantia ll y the satre • ( 1) 
Oper at irg Expenses 
Machine!l 
As mntiored in this report, nearly all machinery 
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used to produce shoes is owned by a few concerns, and therefore, 
is leased on a rental basis. These rentals vhich are paid in 
proportion to output, eliminate the need for charging for idle 
plant equipment in slack periods . 
Tm costs of improving tbe pre sent equipment are 
borne by the owner. Therefore, shoe manufacturers are assured 
modern, effie :lent equipment at a lower cost than might be 
otherwise possible. (2) 
Labor 
Tbe wage structure also is favorable from an opera-
tirg viewpoint in that abcut 85 per cent of employees are on 
piece rate basis. T!Brefore, in periods of reduced production 
in accordance with den:and , wage costs also decline • 
Some of the leadir:g companies have automatic increases 
and decreases in wage rates operating with the cost of living 
index. Hcwever, this practice is not widespread nor do many 
companies guarantee a work week. (3) 
Profits 
It is exJ;acted that profit margins will remain the 
( 1) Ibid ' pp22 -23. ' 
(2) Standard and Poors Report ', ttLeather and Shoestt, N.Y.,N.Y., 
February 16, 1950, p 4 • 
( 3) Ibid. 
same as 1949 as long as prices of finished goods remain 
the same . Ha.vever, if due to buyers resistance or super-
flous supplies placed on the market prices must be reduc ed, 
profit margins must be reduced unless prices of raw materials 
or labor rates decline. 
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B. 
Lorg -Term 
In view of tm current rate of growth in the 
population tren1, there will be a nood far higher pro-
ductivity in crder to satisfy this additional demand. 
Therefore, increase in population will rna 1e possible growth 
in the industry. 
Tte trerrl toward higher incon:e s for those gainfully 
employed will automatically :r;rovide for an additional portion 
of this iro orne expended for shoes. Thus, a better standard 
of living will result generally from higher income . 
In addition, the companies in the irrlus try er:rl those 
who will enter will be faced by keen comp3 tition. Urrler such 
circumstances, t:te most efficient and progressive companies 
will survive. In the long run, consumers will benefit by 
receivirg a better :r;roduct at a lower cost . 
The costs of pro duct ion wi 11 not change radically 
doo to meth crl s of compensat i on, machinery procurement , and 
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lovv overm ad whenever possible • In fu is instance, investor s 
will be attracted to the fie kl since they can enter with minimum 
capital and still realize a fair profit on their inve s1ment • 
X 
sumnary 
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Tm &1-oe mBnuf actu r.i rg irrlu st ry which is om of tte 
ls.rgest in this country, has most of its plants located in the 
eastern part of the United States. This has been characterist:ic-
ally so due to the skill originally requ:lred for shoe constructl on . 
This is advantageous to manufacturers since they are mar the 
world rna rket which is New York. 
There are numerous rnanufactur·irg processes available 
which can be adapted to the particular type shoo the pro due er 
chooses to manufacture depen:Ung upon the quality desired. This 
characteristic facilltates new companies entering tm lndustry. 
High productiv1ty is maintained because of the constant 
demand cret:ted by increased population, style elenEnts, and the 
general imrease in the income of those gainfully employeed,. 
Thus, a la:oger ex]:Bnditure is made poss:ible for shoes wh:icb. are 
nav mcessit ies, arrl. thereby leads the way for competition. 
Prices are generally average rangirg from $3•00 to 
-~ 5 . 00 at factory, md s elU.:r:g on up in retail outlets. The 
price ranges at retail are from ~p3.00 to ~i5.00 in the low price , 
$ 6.00 to $9.00 rredium, and $9 .00 up in the high priced class-
ification. Ho.vever, it is characteristic of tte industry to 
adjust trices based on the economic conditions prevalent . 
Hide production in the United States 2nd imports 
provide the shoe i.rrlustry with favorable suppU.es. Tre prices 
of raw materials are high due to relative limitations of supply. 
In this instaroe tre moe manufacturers rely on the n:eat packing 
industry fer hides, an irrlustry whose operation is absolutely 
divorced from shoes. 
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Employrrent has been on a high level due to the demand 
made on the iniustry. Ha.vever, the employmert situation is 
most advantageous since it permits the use of unskilled and 
semi-skilled labor because mschines have taken over ruch a 
part of the process. In addition, production employees operate 
mostly on imentive wage payment plans. Thus, a manufacturer '· s 
labor cost wi 11 vary directly with pr-oductivity. 
Sales are conti nually rising with the per capita 
.consumption figure generally on the up-grade. This corroborates 
the progress.Ne approach used by producers to promote sales by 
using style factors as a sellirg point. Trerefore, the field 
bas be en enlarged for add it iona 1 producers. 
Financially, the capital investment required is 
minimized by rented equipn:ent • In add it ion, the return on 
the capital invested is favor able. 
The out look for the industry regardir:g sales is highly 
favar>able. In view of this prediction, production will be high 
while pr' :ices of raw materials, wages, and operating costs will 
generally remain the sane. Finally, profit margins will remain 
average due to the reduction in prices because of economic con-
ditions . 
In brief, the rna nufac turer who is anticip:l ti QS entering 
the shoe ind u::t ry has many of the advantages of the ird us try to 
his credit. In addition, the industry is mcessary am the pro-
duets sell the mse lve s mare or less. 
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Generally, however, the following are the favorable 
factors . 
( 1) Tbe continuous growth in population will increase 
the dema m for foot we Br • 
(2) Tl:e increased impetus on style will promote sales .. 
(3) Tre capital inrestrmnt is minimized due to tre use 
of leased machinery which is :J;eid for on a royalty basis. Thus, 
macl:l inar y cost w1. 11 vary with production. 
( 4) Labor costs will vary with pr eduction due to the 
preponderance of piece rate plans. 
(5) Overread can be minimized by procuring low cost 
plant facilities. 
{6) Stocks canbe disposed of through jobbers and 
wholesalers thus eliminating the cost of ma-intaining a large 
sales farce . 
In conclusion, upon considerir:g tre foregoing and 
rea liz lng the importance of the f l exible cost position to 
shoe :traducers, it is desirable for a manufacturer to enter 
tre ::hoe irrl ustry as a manufacturer of footwear • 
-------
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